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July 23, 2008

TO:

ALL COUNTY CLERKSlREGlSTRARS OF VOTERS AND
PROPONENT (08234)

FROM:

KATHERINE MONTGOMERY
Associate Elections Analyst
319
SUBJECT: FAILURE O f INITIATIVE #I
Pursuant to Elections Coda section 9030(b), you are hereby notified that the total
number of signatures to the hereinaffer named constitutional amendment and
statute filed with all county elections officials is less than 100 percent of the
number of qualified voters required to find the petition sufficient; therefore, the
petition has failed.

TITLE:

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS.
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE.

SUMMARY DATE: 01130108

PROPONENT;

Steven J. lpsen

DEBRA
BOWEN
I SECRETARY OF STATE
STATB OF CALIFORNIA 1 ELECTIONS

vpo11thSmd,5thFlcmISacramento, ~~958yl~el(9i61657-=661~~1~63
~ W W

~ W W W ~ W

January 30,2008

TO:

ALL COUNTY CLERKSlREGlSTRARS OF VOTERS/PROPONENT
(08045)

FROM:
Elections Analyst

I/

SUBJECT: INITIATIVE #I
319

Pursuant to Elections Code section 336, we transmit herewith a copy of the Title
and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed initiative
measure entitled:

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS.
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE.

The proponent of the above-named measure is:
Steven J, lpsen

(213) 700-4133

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS.
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE.

CIRCULATING AND FILING SCHEDULE

1.

Minimum number of signatures required: ....................................................
694,354
California Constitution, Article II, Section 8(b)

2.

Official Summary Date: .........................................................Wednesday, 01130108

3.

Petitions Sections:

a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for
signatures (Elec. Code 5 336) ......................................... Wednesday, 01130108
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with the county*
All sections are to be filed at the same time within each
county. (Elec. Codes §§ 336, 9030(a)). ...............................

Monday, 06/30108*

c. Last day for county to determine total number of
signatures affixed to petitions and to transmit total
to the Secretary of State (Elec. Code 5 9030(b)).....................Friday, 07111108
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to
06130108, the county has eight working days from the filing of the petition
to determine the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to
transmit the total to the Secretary of State) (Elec. Code 9 9030(b)).
d. Secretary of State determines whether the total number
of signatures filed with all county clerkslregistrars of

voters meets the minimum number of required signatures
and notifies the counties.. .............................................Sunday, 07/20108**
e. Last day for county to determine total number of qualified
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State
Friday, 08129108
(Elec. Code 5 9030(d)(e)) ..................,.....................................

Date adjusted for official deadline, which falls on a weekend (Elec. Code § 15).
**Date varies based on the date of county receipt.

INITIATIVE #I
319
Circulating and Filing Schedule continued:

(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of
qualified voters who signed the petition on a date other than 07120108, the

last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the county's receipt
of notification). (Elec. Code 5 9030(d)(e)).
f. If the signature count is more than 763,990 or less than
659,637 then the Secretary of State certifies the petition as
qualified or failed, and notifies the counties. If the signature
count is between 859,637and 763,790 inclusive, then the
Secretary of State notifies the counties using the random
sampling technique to determine the validity of all
signatures (Elec. Code 5s 9030(f)(g), 9031(a)) ................... Monday, 09/08/08"
g. Last day for county to determine actual number of all qualified
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State.
(Elec. Code 5 9031(b)(c)). ..............................................Wednesday, 10l22108
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of
qualified voters who have signed the petition on a date other than
09108108, the last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the
county's receipt of notification.) (Elec. Code 5 9031(b)(c).)
h, Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been
signed by the number of qualified voters required to declare

the petition sufficient (Elec. Code 55 9031(d), 9033) ........... Sunday, 10/26/08*

*Date varies based on the date of county receipt.

IMPORTANT POINTS

California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses
gathered on initiative petitions for any purpose other than to qualify the
initiative measure for the ballot. This means that the petitions cannot be
used to create or add to mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose,
including fundraising or requests for support. Any such misuses
constitutes a crime under California law. Elections Code section 18650;
Bilofsky v. Deukmejjian (1981) 124 Cal.App.3d 825, 177 Cal.Rptr. 621;
63 0ps.Cal.Atty.Gen. 37 (1980).
Please refer to Elections Code sections 100, 101, 104, 9001, 9008,
9008,9021, and 9022 for appropriate format and type consideration in
printing, typing and otherwise preparing your initiative petition for
circulation and signatures. Please send a copy of the petition after you
have it printed. This copy is not for our review or approval, but to
supplement our file.
Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the
Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq.
When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the
official title of the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney General.
Use of this title will assist elections officials in referencing the proper file.
When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by
someone other than the proponent, the required authorization shall
include the name or names of the persons filing the petition.

When filing the petition with the county elections official, please provide
a blank petition for elections official use.

St& of California
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
Attorney General

1300 I STREET,SUKE 125
P.O. BOX 944255
SACRAMENTO,CA 94244-2550

Public: (9 16) 445-9555

January 30,2008

FILED

In the d i c e d the 30mhtty of Stab
d the Stah of California

JAN 3 0 2008

Debra Bowen
Secretary of State
1500 1 1' Street, 5h Floor
Sacramento, CA 958 14

-

RE:
TITLE:

Title and Summary for Initiative No. 07-0088 h d t . No.2-S
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS. CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT AND STATUTE.

Dear Ms.Bowen:
Pursuant to the provisions in sections 336 and 9004 of the Elections Code, enclosed please
find a copy of the Title and Summaxy issued for Initiative Number 07-0088Amdt. No. 2-54 along
with the text of the proposed measure.

/ Initiative Coordinator
For

Enclosures
ProponentIsl aublic information:
Steven J. Ipsen
www.deputvda.com
(213) 700-4133

EDMUND G.BROWN JR.
Attorney General

January 30,2008
07-0088 Amdt. #2-S
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief
purpose and points of thc proposed measure:

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
AND STATUTE. Requircs notification to victims and opportunity for input during phases of
criminal justice process, inchding bail, pleas, sentencing and parole. Establishes victim sdety

as primary consideration in determining bail. Requires victims have safe access to courthouses.
Provides more assistance colIecting restitution. Prohibits release of defendants on their own
recognizance for specified crimes, including serious or violent felonies. Authorizes courts of

appeal to adjudicatc death penalty appeals. Creatcs Department of Parole to handle all parole
hearings. Requires prosecutors receive certain benefits and be paid salaries comparable to

similar public attorneys. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of
fiscal impact on state and local government: Increased state and county judicial system costs

that initially exceed $100 million and amount to tens of millions of dollars annually thereafter on

a statewide basis. A net increasc in costs for state prison opcrations that, depending on
circumstances, could range from millions to hundreds of millions of dollars annually. A
potential net savings in the low tens of millions of dollars for the administration of parole
reviews and revocations if the changes related to parole revocation procedures were not

overturned by potential Legal chalIenges. A net increase in local government costs for county
jails, work release programs, probation supervision, and other local law enforcement agencies in
the millions to tens of millions of dollars annually on a statewide basis. (Initiative 07-0088.)

Ms.Paris,
As the proponent of the initi&ve titled The V i M s hghts Act uf2W&Mamp's h w ,
a m s u b m i t t i n g d m e n & w i ~ hI S d a y s d o w e d b y h a s ~ ~ ~ ~
prepare a Title snd 3.I have mamd it fhs; V i a Rights and Pt&x&h A&
" ~ y ' Law"
s
was oridnally submitted November TO,2007 arad h~
tho
n ~ ~ 1 k 0 7 - # 8 8Icanbertmbdat
.
lnfhwiolbmbe~i
~ . d c ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 : w n .

07-0088
Amdt. C2S
VICTIMS RIGHTS AND PROTECTION ACT:
MARSY'S LAW
DECEMBER 5,2007
INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS
TO THE HONORABLE SECRETARY OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA:

We, the undersigned, registered, qualified voters of California, residents of the aforedescribed County (or City and
County), on the signature page of this petition section, hereby propose additions and amendments to the California
Constitution and to the California Evidence Code, the California Government Code, and the California Penal Code,
relating to the rights of victims of crime, and petition the Secretary of State to submit the same to the voters of California
for their adoption or rejection at the next succeeding general election or at any special statewide election held prior to that
general election or otherwi'se provided by law, The proposed statutory additions and amendments {full title and text of
the measure) read as follows;
SECTION I.

TITLE

This Measure shall be known and may be cited as the "Victims Rights and Protection Act: Marsy's Law."
SECTION 2.

FINDINBS AND DECLARATIONS

The People of the State of Californla hereby find and declare all of the following:
I.
The rights of vlcfims of crime ere simply stated. They include the rlght to notice and to be heard durlng critical
stages of the crlmlnal justice system proceedings; the rlght to receive restitution from the criminal wrongdoer; the right to
the enactment of statutes that promote and encourage the recruitment and retention of highly trained, career criminal
prosecutors who have high ethical standards, who are free fmm conflicts of interest, and who are sensitive to the needs
and rights of crime victims; the right to be and feel reasonably safe throughout all of the criminal proceedings against the
wrongdoer; h e right to expect the individually determined sentence of a judge to be honored and fully carried out; the right
to expect the Legislature to properly fund the criminat justice system, so that the rights of crime victims stated i,nthis
Findings and Declarations and that justice itself are not eroded by inadequate resources; and, above all, the right to an
expeditious and just punishment of the criminal Wrongdoer that is an effective deterrent to future criminal wrongdoing.
2.
The process by which criminal wrongdoets ate held criminally accountable for their crimes has been given to the
exclusive control of the government. The people of this state have surrendered any rlght or legal authority to take
lndivldual action to impose criminal punishment upon crlrninal wrongdoers, regardless of the extent of personal pain and
suffdng inflicted upon them by these cdmlnal perpetrators.

3.
It is, therefore, an important responsibility of government to ensure that law enforbment offlclals and prosecutors
are enabled to employ an efficient justice system to Investigatecrlmes committed against the people of this State,
exercise their discretlqn to charge 'dminal wrongdoers with violations of the State's penal laws, detain crlrninal
wrongdoers In order to ensure their attendance in criminal proceedings against them, protect cdme victims and their
families during the criminal justice process, fairly and speedily bring criminal wrongdoers to trial, impose just sentences on
those wrongdoers who are convicted of the charges against them, and ensure that every individually imposed judicial
sentence is fully and constitutionally carried out as ordered by the court,

-

4.
The People of the State of California declare that the "Victim's Rights Act of 2008 Marsy's Law" is needed to
remedy a justice system that fails to fully recognize and adequately enforce the rights of victims of crime. It is named after
Marsy, a 21year old college senior at U.C,Santa Barbara who was preparing to pursue a career in special education for
handicapped children and had her whole Ilfe ahead of her. She was murdered on November 30, 1983. Marsy's Law is
written on behalf of her mother, father, and brother, who were often treated as though they had no rights, and inspired by
hundreds of thousands of victims of crime who have experienced the additionat pain and frustration of a criminal justice
system that too oflen fails to afford victims even the most basic of rights.

5, The People of the State of California find that the "broad reforrnkf the criminal justice system intended to grant these
basic rights mandated in the 'Victims' Bill of Rights initiative measure passed by the electorate as Proposition 8 in 1982
has not occurred as envisioned by the People. Victims of crime continue to be denied their right to swift and just
punishment of their criminal wrongdoers, and to be denied their right to a criminal justice system that performs as it
should.

6. The Criminal Justice System of ~ a l i f o ~fails
i a the victims and their families even in cases in which the rights of
victims and the accused are the most critical -,capitalmurder cases in which the law allows the imposition of a sentence of
death upon the aimlnal wrongdoer.
,

7. "Night Stalkel" Rlchard Ramirez, convicted murderer of 13 people, and 666 other "worst of the worsf murderers
languish for decades on California's death row, draining almost $60 million each year from California's taxpayers just to
house and feed them while an overwhelmed system of death penalty appeals grlnds slowly to a halt, denying evkryone
affected by the devastation of murder, condemned Inmates and the familles of their victims, a tlmely resolution that
assures that death verdicts and punishments are justly applied.
8. Californla's arcane death appeal process established In 1849, whlch requires automatic appeal to only one court.
the Callfornla Supreme Court, composed of just sevenlurists, has created a backlog of death cases that causes death
penalty appeals to be unresolvedfor decades. Capital murderen sentenced to death go unrepresented by an appellate
attorney for an average of more than three years whlle they slt on death row.

United States Circuit Court Judge Arthur Alarcon declared In 2007 that we "must bring an end to the appalling
9.
delay in reviewing California death penalty convictlons and reduce wasteful expenditure of millions of dollam In houslng
death row inmates for decades before determining whether their conviction or sentence should be vacated or affirmed."

10. In a recent Associated Press interview, California Supreme Court Chief Justice Ronald George stated that California's'
20-30 year death penalty process has become 'dysfunctional."
11. Even if the California Supreme Court were able to resolve the appeals of just one capital murderer every week, it
would take that Court 12 years to resolve the backlog of appeals of cdpRal murderers already on death row, and that
backlog Increases by more than 25 new condemned murderers each year. This Is broken criminalJusticethat demands
repair.
12.
An Inefficient, overcrowded, and arcane criminal Justicesystem has falled to build adequate jails and prlsons, has
failed to efficiently conduct court proceedlngs, and has falled to expedttiously finalize the sentences and punishments of
criminal wrongdoen. Those crlmlnal wrongdoers are behg released from custody after serving as little as 10% of the
sentences imposed and determined to be appropriate by judges.
13, Each year hundreds of convicted murderers sentenced to serve life in prison, seek release on parole from our state
prisons. California's "release from prison parole procedures*torture the families of their murdered victims and waste
millions of dollars each year, Only in California are convicted murderers given appointed atbrneys paid by the tax dollam
of California's citizens, and they are often given parole hearings every year. The families of their murdered victims are
never able to escape the seemingly unending torture and fear that the murderer of their loved one will be once again freed
to murder again.

14.
"Helter Skelter* Bruce Oavis and Leslie Van Houghton, two followers of Charles Manson convicted of multiple
brutal murders, have had 38 parole hearings during the past 30 years.
Parote Board comrnlssloners, whose appointments must be cbnfirmed by the State Legislature, have reported
15.
that they have been pressured by state legislators to parole more murderers in order to reduce the population of
California's overcrowded prisons
Prisoner rights groups push for laws to glve state prison inmates prtvlleges and comforls, such as access to
16.
pornography, violent "R" and "NC-I7" movies, and overnlght sex visits, seeking to reduce the. punltlve and deterrent value
of punishment. Caterlng b these demands will bankrupt prlson budgets and cause federal courts to order the release
from prison of tens of thousands of convicted felons due to overcrowding In our prlsons.

17. Like most victims of murder, Marsy was neither rich nor famous when she was murdered in 1983 at the,age of 21 by
a former boyfriend who lured her from her parents' home by threatening to klll himself. Instead he used a shotgun to
brutally end her life when she entered his home in an effort to stop him from killing himself. Following her murderer's
arrest, Marsy's mother was shocked to meet him at a local supermarket, learning that he had been released on bail
without any notice to Marsy's family and without any opportunity for her family to state their oppositlon to his release.
'

18. Several years after his conviction and sentence to 'life in prison" the-paroleheating3 for his release began. Irfthe
first parole hearing Marsy's mother suffered a heart attack fighting against his release. Since then Marsy's family has
endured the trauma of frequent parole hearings and constant anxiety that Mariy's killer would be released.

The experiences of Marsy's Family are not unique. Thousands of oth.er crime victims have shared the
19.
experiences of Marsy's family, caused by the failure of our crimlnal justice system to notify them of their rights, failure to
give them notice of important hearings In the prosecutions of thelr criminal wrongdoers, and failure to provide them with
an opportunity to speak and partidpate, with some measure of finality to the trauma inflicted upon them by the wrongdoer,
and with actual and Just punishment of that wrongdoer.

-

The enactments and amendments made by the "Vlctirns Rights Act of 2008 Marsy's Law" constitute rights of
vlctlms of wime and their families or are necessary to effectuate those rights withln the meaning of Section 28 of Artide I
of the Californla Constitution.

20.

SECTION 3. STATEMENT OF PURPOSES AND INTENT
It is the purpose of the People of the State of California in enacting thls Initiative measure to:

1. Invoke the rights of families of homicide victims to be spared the ordeal of prolonged and unnecessary suffering, and
stop the waste of millions of taxpayer dollars, by eliminating hearings in which there is no likelihood a murderer will be
paroled, and providing that a convicted murderer can receive a parole hearing no more frequently than every three years,
and lhat the murderer can be denlad a follow-up parole hearing for as long as fifteen years..

2. Provlde the California Supreme Court greater authority, discretion, and resources to use more than one hundred
Callfoniia Court of Appeal justlces to hear and rewlve death penalty appeals.
3. Send convicted county jall inmates to do environmental cleanup, fire abatement, and other such public works projects
while they are incarcerated ta make effective the punitive, deterrent, and rehabilitative experiences of productive hard
work,in order to reduce the danger that crime victims and thet families will be again victimized by these Inmates.

4. Establish guidelines for opening emergency jails and other such facilities to stop the early release of large numbers of
convicted criminals from county jails caused by overcrowding of those jails.
5. Notify victims of all crlminel proceedings and establish a speclflc and enforceable statutory rlght to notice during the
criminal prosecutions of their wrongdoers.

6, Provide victims with a right to be heard at the critical stages of a criminal case, a right to a reasonable degree of safety
and respect throughout the criminal justice process, a meaningful right to collect restitution from their criminal wrongdoers,
and most importantly, a right to see theirwrongdoers fairly and expeditiously punished as payment for the criminal wrongs
they have committed and as a deterrent to their committing further crimes.
7. Impose on criminal prosecutors the highest standards of regular training and education in prosecutorial ethics and
victims rights, to eliminate threats of bias and corruption arlslng from conflicts of Interest, and to prohibit the exploitation of
victims of crime far polltical or other purposes.
8. Provide assurances to victims that the crlminal prosecutors who prosecute crimes on behalf of the People of the State
of California and who are the prirnarj sources of support and guidance to, and the sole courtroom voices of, victims of
crime, are competent, ethical, non-conflicted, victlm-sensitive, and respected career representatives of the People.

9. Ensure that the sentences and punishments individually imposed by judges on their criminal wrongdoers will be
carried out as ordered, and not be undermined by political or economic pressures.

10. Secure justlee for vlctlms of crimes,'byenforcing the Victims Bill of Rights passed by California's voters In 1982.
SECTION 4.
Section 12 of Article I of the California Constitution is repealed.

SECTION 5.
Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution is amended to read:

SEC. 28. (a) (1) The People of t h State
~ of California find and declare that cdminal acfiv~yhas a serious impact on the
Mizens of California. The People furfherfind and declare thaf fhe rights of victims in criminal prosecutions is 8 subject of
grave sfetewide concern,
(2) The People further find and declam thaf victims of crime are entitled to have the criminaljustice system view
criminal acts as setious threats to the safely and w8hm of the people of California. The People furfher find and declam
that the enactment of comprehensive provisions and laws ensuring a bill of rights for victims of crime, including
protecting those rights, and ensuring that crime victims are
safeguards in the criminal justice system &fully
treated with
respect and dignity, is a matter of
the highest public
Importance. California's victims of crime am largely reliant upon the proper functioning of government, upon the criminal
jusffce sysfem, and upon the expeditious enfomment of the dghts of victims of crime described herein, in order to protecl
the public safe@and to secum justice when the publlc safety has been compromised by criminal activity.
(3) The People fUtfh8r find and declare fhat -the
rights of victims -of . .
crime must be paramount at every
s t ~ g eof the crlrninal justfce system;.
The3e dghts encompass the baslc expectation that
persons who commit k h k w r l m i n e l acts causing physical, emflonal, and economic injury to the p e r m and property
of others l-i
be approprlately and fhomughly invesflgafed, approprfafely detalned in
custody, and expedj~ouslycharged, brought befom the couds, tried,senfencedand sufliclently punished, so
that the public safety Is protected and encouraged, and fhat the Legislature and other governing bodies that are
responsible for ensuring that public safety budgefspmvlde suficient resources to house in any state prison, countyjail, or
other stafe or Imal comcfional or rehabilitation hcility, all persons sentenced to those insfituflons or othenvjse judicially
compelled to abide by limitations on their fkedoms as punishment for criminal activity
(4) The People further find and declare that the tight of victims of crime to expect fha t persons convicted of committing
criminal acts are suficientlypunished in the manner and to the exfent sentenced by the courts of the State of California,
encompasses the right to expect that the punitive end detemnt effect of custodial sentences imposed by the courts will
not be undercut or diminished by the granfing of rights, privileges, and comforts to prisoners thaf are not required by any
provision of the United States Constitufion or by the laws o f fhis Slate fo be granted to any person incarcerated in a penal
or ofhercustodial facility as a punishment or correction for the commission of a crime. No stafute enacted on or after
January I,
2008, that requlres or authorizes that persons incarcerated in a penal facility in this Sfate as a punishment for
the commiss/onof a cth/nal act, be granted rights, privileges, or comfoifs that are not required by the Constitution of the
Unlted Sfafesto be provlded to such persons shallhave any force and effect.

v.

(5) The People furfher #nd and declam thaf vIcfIms of crime have the rlght to be Informed aboui and to appropriately
patflclpate In judlc/a/ proceedings against their wrongdoers, the righf fo receim restitution from their wrongdoers for
financial losses they have suffered as a result of the wrongdoers' criminal acts, and the tight to be informed about and to
padlclpab in pmeedings involving the'punlshment and Incamtation of their wrongdoers.
(6) The People further find and declam that except far legislative acts fhef expand the power of the governor to grant a
reprieve, pero'on, ar cammut~flonof a sentence on an individual basis as provlded in subdivision (a) of Sectlon 8 of Atilcle
V, no flnsl judgment Imposed as a sentence for criminal conduct shall be reduced or eliminated by any subsequenf act of
the Legislafure or any initiative passed by the electorate
@ (9) W Finally, the People find and declare fhat the right to publlc safety extends to public primary, elementary,
junior hlgh, and senior high school, communi@college, college, and university campuses, where students and staff have
the right to be safe and secure In thelr persons.
(7) To accomplish -the
goals that criminal behavior be deferred and the disruption ofthe lives of California's
cifizens caused by that criminal behavior be minimized, and that the public safety be protected and enwumged, it is
necessary that the laws of California relating to the criminaljustice process be regulady updated and amended in order to

protect the legitimate rights of victims of crime. 0

'

(b) ( I ) In order topreserve and protect a crime victim's hghts tojustr'ce and due process of law, every crime victim,
regardless of race, sex, age, religion, or economic status, shall be entlfledto the foMowhg rights:
(A) To be treafcd with fairness and respect far his or her dignity and privacy, lo be free irum intimidation, harassment,
exploitation, abuse, and danger throughout the crlmlnal andluvenile justice pmess, and to be fres from unnecessary and
unwanted courthouse encounters with a crim/nal defendant and his or her family and associates.
(8) To recehe fmm the courts and h m law enforcement agencies reasonably adequafe protection frum the accused
and persons acthg on behalfof the accused fmm ham7 and threats ofham atlsing from coopemtlon with prosecutloon
efforts fhmughout the criminal orluvenlle justice p m s s .
(CJ To have fhe safety of the victim and the family of the vlctlm considered as an element in fixing the amount of bail
and release conditions for the accused.
(D) To confidential& and privacy ofpersonel Information warding the crime victim and the family of the crime victim,
to include home addms, telephone number, school, and place of employment during the criminsl process, unless the
court finds that release of that information is compelled by the due process nghts of the accused.
(€1 To the enactment ofstatutes that promote end encoumge the recruitment and retention of highly qualified affomeys
to become career criminal prosecutors, that mandate and facilitate high levels of training of these prosecutors, that
promote high standards of pmsecutorial ethics and sensifivily to the needs and rights of crime victims, and thaf ensure
that the prosecutor is free from actual ot apparent conflicts of interest in repmsenting the People of the State of California
in handling the prosecution of the accused.
(F) To be informed abouf and given an oppotfunity to provide input into the decisions of the prosecuting atforney
warding the fllng of charges agalnst the accused.
(GJ To reasonably confer with the prosecution, upon request, before the entry of a disposition of crim~nalorjuvenile
charges, and to be informed, upon requesf,of any prefdd dlspositim of those charges.
(H) To be Informed of and to be prexnt at any criminal pmeedings af which the defendant, the prosecwng attorney,
and the general public am entifled to be present.
(I) To be infarmed of his or her right to refuse an intewiew, depositton, or ofherdiscovery request by the defsndanf, the
defendent's aftomey, or any other p e r m actlng on behalf of the defendent, and fa set reasonable conditions on fhe
conduct of any such Infewiew to which the crime victim consenfs.
(J) To be informed of hls or her right to be mpresented by retained counsel as to any lssue during the criminal
prosecution,juvenile adjudicetion, or parole phases of the case.
(K) To provide pertinent information fo a probation department oficiierl conducfing a pm-sentencing investigation
concerning the impact of the ohnse on the victim and the family of the victim prior to fhe sentencing of the defendant.
(L) To receive a copy of the pre-sentence repod when available to the defsndent, except for those portions mede
confidentialby law.
(MI To be informed about and to be 8\10 wed to submit a written, electronically recorded, and oral statement at any
proceeding involving a post-arrest release decision, plea, sentencing, or posfconvicfion release of the defendant, or any
other proceeding in which a Fight or interest of fhe crime victim may be asserted.
(N) To a reasonable disposition that suficienfly punishes the wrongdoer, deters future criminal conduct, and provides
for a speedy and prompt h a / conclusion of the case.
(0)To be informed, or to have easy access to Information, when the accused or convictedperson Is arresfed, hes e

(0 Public Safety Bail. (1) A person may be rel~asedon bail by
sufncient sureties,except for capital crimes when the hcts am evident or the presumption giwaf. Excessive bail may not
be required. In setting, reducing or denylng bail, the judge or msglstrete shall take info consideration the protection of the
victim, the family of fhe vlctlm, and fhe public, the seriousness of the offense charged, the previous criminal record of the
defendant, and the probability of his or her appearing at the trial or hearing of the case. Bail shall nof be reduced as a
means of addressingjail ovewowding. Public safety shaN be the prlmery consideration,
(2) A persun may be nleased on his or her own moQnizance in fhe
discretion of the courf, subject to the same factors considered in setting bail. However, no person shall be released on his
or her own recognizance if any one of the following circumstances are true:
(A) The defendant is charged with the commission of a violent felony as described in subdivision (c) of Section 667.5;
(8)The defendanf is charged with the commission of a serious felony as described in subdivision (c) of Section 1192.7;
(C) The defendant is charged with a felony alleged to have been committed white the defendant was on parole or
probation; or
(D) The defendant is charged with a felony alleged to have been comrnltfed while the defendant was released from
custody on bail or on own recognizance on another offense.
(3) Before any person arrested for a violent felony or a serious felony may be released on bail, a hearing may be held
befom the magistrate orjudge, and the prosecuting attorney and the victlm shall be given notice and reasonable
opportunity to be head on fha matter.
(4) When a judge or magistrate grants or denies b d or relmse on 8
person's own recognizance, the reasons for that decision shall be stated In the record and included in the coud's minutes.
# (g) Use of Prior Convictions. Any prior felony canvlction of any person In any crlmlnal proceeding, whether adult or
juvenile, shall subsequently be used without limltatlon for purposes of impeachment or enhancement of sentence In any
criminal proceeding. When a prlor felony conviction is an element of any felony offense, it shall be proven to the trier of
fact In open court.
Cg) (hJ b While at/ felonies are serious crimes, as used in this article, the term "serious felony" is limited to any mime
describeddeh&in subdivisron (c) of Section 1 192.7pr"
SECTION 6.
Section 30 of Article 1 of the California Constitution is amended to read:

SEC. 30. (a) This Constitution shall not be construed by the courts
ta prohibit the joining of criminal cases as prescrlbed by the
Legislature or by the people through the initiative process.
(b) In order ta protect victims and witnesses in criminal cases, hearsay evidence shall be adrnlssible at prellmlnary
hearings, as prescribed by the Legislature or by the people through the initiative process.
(c) In order to provide for fair and speedy trials, discovery In crlminal cases shall be reciprocal In nature, as prescrlbed
by the Legtslature or by the people through the lnltlative process.
(d) In order to provide for fair and speedy msolution of postcanvicflon petitions for d i e ( discovery in posfconvlcflon
habeas corpus proceedings shaN be recipmal In nafum, as prescribed by the Leg!slahrre or by fhepeople through the
inifiafive p m s s .
SECTION 7.
Section 12,1 is added to Article 2 of the California Constitution to read:

Sec. 12.1. (a) Except as provided in subdivjsion (b), no statute proposed to fhe electors by the Legislature or by
initiative, and no sfa tufe enacted by the Legislaturn fhat redefines,to fhe benefi of defendants, conduct subject to criminal
sanctions, or that reduces or abolishes the punishment for a criminal act, or that creates a sentencing commission or
other entity by any ofhername for fhe purpose of effecting reducfions in sentences, shall have any e&ct upon any final
judgment of conviction which has already imposed that punishment. No final judgment imposed as a sentence for
criminal conduct sha\/ be reduced or eliminated by any such subsequent statute enacted by the Legislafure.

(6) Nothing in this Section shall be deemed to prohiblt or llmit the power of the governor to grant a ~ p d e v epardon,
,
or
commutation, rtffersentence of any person convicted of a ~ r n i n aoffense,
l
as pmvlded in subdivision (a) of Section 8 of
Article V, to prohibit or limit the power of the Legislature or the people by initiative or by legislative act to expand or modify
the powers of fhe governor fo gmnt a mptieve, pardon, or commutation of the sentence to any person on en individual
basis, or to prohibit or limit the power of the Legisl~tureor the people by inl#ative or by Iegislatlve act to modlfy the
standards and pmcedures for gmnting parole.

SECTION 8.
Section 8.7 is added to Article 4 of the California Constitution to wad;

Sec, 8.1. (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b),no bill enacted by the Legislature fhat redefines, to the beneft of
defendants, conduct subject to criminal sanctions, or fha f reduces or abolishes the punishment for a criminal act, or that
creates a sentencing commission or other entity by any ofher name for the purpose of effecting reductions in sentences,
shall have any effect upon any finat judgment of convjction imposing fhat punishment. No final judgmeni imposed as a
sentence for criminal conduct shaN be reduced or eliminated by any subsequent statute enacted by the Legislature,
(b) Nothing in this Section shall be deemed to prohlblt or limif the power of the governor to extend a pardon to or to
commute or modify the sentence of any person convicted of a criminal offense,to prohibit or limit fhe power of the
Legislature or the people By infllafivear by legislative act to expand or modify the powers of the governor to extend
pardon, commutafion, or modification of the sentence to any person on an individual basis, or to prohibit or limit the power
of the Legislature or ihe people by InliYafive or by legislaflve act to mod& the standards and pmcedures for grantlng
pa&
SECTION 9.

Section 11 of Artlcle 6 of the Callfornla Constitution Is amended to read:
SEC. I1. la) Tke Except as provided in Section 12 of this article, the Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction when
judgment of death has been pronounced. With that exception courts of appeal have appellate jurisdiction when superior
courts have original jurisdiction in causes of a type within the appellate jurisdiction of the courts of appeal on June 30,
1995, and in other causes prescribed by statute. When appellate jurisdiction in civil causes is determined by the amount
in controversy, the Legislature may change the appellate jurisdiction of the courts of appeal by
changing the jurisdictional amount in mnlmversy.
(b) Except as provided in subdivision (a), the appellate division of the superior court has appellate jurisdiction in causes
pascribed by statute.
(c) The Legislature may permit courts exercislni appellate jurisdiction to take evidence and make findings of fact when
jury trial Is walved or not a matter of right.
SECTION 10.

Section 12 of Article 6 of the California Constitution is amended to read:
SEC. 12. (a) The Supreme Court may, before decision, transfer to itself a cause in a court of appeal. It may, before
decision, transfer a cause, including a cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced, notwithstanding Section
11 of this adide, from itself to a court of appeal or from one court of appeal or division to another. The court to which a
cause is transferred has jurisdiction.
(b) The Supreme Court may review the decision of a court of appeal in any cause. The Supreme Court she0 heve
exclusive appellatejlrrisdidion over a cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced untiljurisdiction is
hnsfemd to.the
. court of appeal as provided herein,
. .

(4c
.

a

8
I
n any cause in which e judgment of death has been pronounced and
in which fhe Supreme Court has transfemd the cause to the coud of appeal, the Supreme Court shaW review the decision
of the caurf of appeal. I f the Supreme Courf defermines a& review that the decision of the court of appeal contains no
e m wifhin fhe meaning of Secfion 13 of thjs article, the Supreme Caurt may summadly affirm the judgment of the courf of
appeal by published order,. An order summarily affirming the judgment of the court of appeal shall be Included in fhe

M c i a l Re~ortsand shaN be deemed to be a decision in writing wlth reasons stafed wifhin the meaning ofSection 14 of
this article.
(7) Om/ argument In the Supreme Courf
(d)
shall not Be mu/rered as a ~recondifionto an order by the Supreme Courf summady affirming the judgment of the coud of
appeal. #owever, the slipreme Gourf may grant oral argument upon review of a court of appeal judgment In a cause In
which death has been pronounced.
(2) The order ofthe Supmme Caud gmnfing oral argument In a cause in which deafh has been pronounced shall not
preclude the Supreme Court from issuing an order summa~llyamrming the judgment of the courf of appeal, nor shall if
preclude the Supmme Cwrf from lssulng er wrfften opinion addressing those pads of the decision of the court of appeal
the Supreme Court concludes are necessary to its decision
(3) Any decision of the Supreme Courf that reverses all or any podion of the judgment of the court of w e a l in sny
cause in which a judgment of deafh has been pronounced shall be preceded by oral argument and shall be by written
decision with oral a ~ u m e n t .
(9) Except as otherwlse provided herein, and including a cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced, the
Judicial Council shall provide, by rules of courf, for the time and procedure for trensfer and for review, includingI but not
limited to, provisions for the time and pmcedure for tmnsfer with insiructians, for review of all or part of a decision, and for
mmand in a cause in which review has been improvidenfly granted.
(0 ( I ) Not later than 30 days affer November 8, 2008, the Supreme Court shall defermine and identify all causes
pending in the Supreme Court in which a judgment of death has been pronounced that are fully briefed as detemined by
the Supreme Court
(2) Not later than I20 days sfler November 8,2008, the Supreme Court shall identify by written oder the causes
descrlbed in paragraph (7) in whlch the Supreme Gaud will &&in appellatejurisdiction without transfer to the court of
appeal. Any cause described in pamgraph (1) In which the Supreme Coutt does not retaln appellafejurisdicfion by written
order shell be tmnsferred to the courf of appeal.
(3) The Supreme Court m y In its discretion transfer to the muff of appeal any other cause in whlch judgment of death
has been pmnounced thaf is pending in the Supreme Courf as of November 8, 2008.
(4) In any cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced and which comes within the appel/~iejurisdIdldn
offhe Supmme Court a h November 8,2008, the Supmme Court shsll provlde by written order wifhin 120 days fallowing
the completion of briefing whether the Supreme Court will mfain appellatejurisdiction over the cause, or whether fhe
Supreme Courf wlll transfer the cause to the mud of sppeal. The Supmme Courf may, in ifs discretion, transfer to the
c o u of
~ appeal any other cause pending in the Supreme Court in which judgment of death hers been ljmnounced p h r to
the completion of briefing in the Supreme Court.
(g) In order to produce a balanced allomtion of ceuses in whichjudgment of death has been pronounced end to
pmvenf undue delay in the appellate resolufion of those causes, the Supreme Court may transfer those causes among
the courts of appeal without regard to the location of the superior court in which the judgment of death was pronounced,
fhe transfer of such causes shall not be limited to courts of appeal within whose geographicaljurisdiction the judgment of
death was pronounced.
(h) in all causes transferred by fhe Supreme Court to fhe courts of appeal, including causes in which judgment of deafh
has been pronounced, publication of the wmen opinlon of the court of appeal shall be determined by rules of court
prescribd by the Judicial Councll.
SECTION 11.
Section 777 of the Evidence Code is amended to read:

through (fJ,the court may exclude from the courtroom any witness not at the
717. (a) Subject to subdivisions (b)
Ume under exarnlnatlon so that ewR the witness cannot hear the testimony of other witnesses.
(b) A party to the action cannot be excluded under this section.
(c) If a person other than a natural person is a party to the action, an offjcer or employee designated by its attorney is
entitled to be present.
(d) The court shall not exclude from eny criminal proceeding, including, but not limited to, the,penal@ phase of a
special cjmumsfances trial, a non-tesfifuing victim or immediate family member of a victim, excepf for good cause based
upon unusual and extraordinary circumstances. No order excluding that person from the proceedings shall be made and
entered excepf in compliance wifh the procedures of subdivision (g).

(e) After a victim or an Immediate family member of the vicf~mhas testified in a crimlnal proceeding the coud shall li??fhe
exclusion order excluding that person, That person ;shall therea~erbe ellowed to he present st all subsequent
prnceedings where the defendant, the prosecuting attorney, end the public are allowed fo be present.
(0 If, following the festlmany of the victim or an immediate family member of fhe victim, the defendant moves fhaf the
vicilm or immediate farnlly member continue to be excluded from the pmeedlng, and the courf determines fha t furfher
.testimony fmm that p e r m i;s or mighf be soughf by either party, the court shall immediately intempt the proceedings to
allow thet person to complete hls or her testimony, subject to cmss+xamination, The victim or immediate family member
shall thereafierbe allowed fo be present et,all subsequent proceedings, even if
thefperson is excused subjecf to rscall.
(g) If, once a victim or an immediate family member of fhe vicfim has completed his or her testimony, whether or not
subject to recall, for any mason the court seeks to exercise its inhemnf authority to ensure the orderly administration of
justice by excluding the vicfim or an immediate family member of the victim from the pmeeding, the court shall condud a
hearing outside the ptwsence of the jury. Any order thereafier entered excluding that person from the proceedings shall
be made in d i n g , on the record, and entered into the minutes ofthe court, and shall stafe the unusual and extraordinary
circumstances that require exclusion of that person, and the reasons why no steps short of exclusion would be sufficient
to ensure the orderly administration of justice. The order shall be expeditiously delivered to fie victim or to the immediate
family member excluded.
(h) A victim shall be allowed to request the courf'sreconsideration of an order, issued pursuant to this secfion,
excluding the victim from criminal proceedings.
SECTION 12.
Sectlon 12838 of the Government Code is amended to read:

12838. (a) There is hereby created in state government the Department of Correctlons and Rehabilitation, to be headed
by a secretary, who shall be appointed by the Governor, subject to Senate confirmation, and shall serve at the pleasure of
the Governor. The Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall consist of Adult
Operations, Adult Programs, Juvenile Justice,the Corrections Standards Authority, 4 b R a # *i -n
the
State Commission on Juvenile Justice,the Prison Industry Authority, and the Prison Industry Board.
(b) The Govemor, upon recommendation of the secretary, may appoint two undersecretaries of the Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation, subject to Senate oonfirmation, The undersecretaries shall hold office at the pleasure of
the Governor. One undersecretary shalt oversee program support and the other undersecretary shall

oversee program operations for the department.
(c) The Governor, upon recommendation of the secretary, shall appoint three chief deputy secretaries, subject to Senate
confirmation, who shall hold office at the pleasure of the Governor. One &let deputy 'secretary shall oversee adult
operations, one chlef
deputy secretary shall oversee adult programs, and one chlef deputy secretary shall oversee juvenlle lustice for the
department.
(d) The Governor, upon recommendation of the secretary, shall appoint an assistant secretary, sublect to Senate
mnflrmatlon, who shall be responsible for health care policy for the department, and shall serve at the pleasure of the
Governor.
(e) The Governor, upon reaammendatlon of the secretary, shall appoint an Assistant Secretary for Vlctim and Survivor
Rlghts and Services, and an Assistant Secretary for Correctional Safety, who shall serve at the pleasure of the Governor.
SECTION 13.
Section 12838.4 of the Government Cade is repealed.

SECTION 14.

Article 15 (commencing with Section 12840) is added to chapter 1 of Part 2.5 of Division 3 of Ttle 2 of the Government
Code to read:

12840. (a) Thare is hereby cmated in state government fhe Department of Parole, to be headed by a seomfary, who
shsll be appointed by and serve at fhe pleasure of the Govemor, and who shall not be subject to confinna~onby the
Senete. The Deparfmenf of Parole shall be comprised by fwo sepamte agencies, the Board of AduH Parole Hearings,
and fhe Board of Juvenile Pamie.
(6) The Govemor, upon recommendation of the smtary, shall appoint fwa unde~secmtariesof the Depalfmenf of
Parole. The undersecretaries shall hold office sf the pleasure of the Governor and shall nofbe sLFbject io confitmafionby
the Senate. One undersecretaty shaN oversee the Board ofAdult Pade Heetings and the other undersecretary shall
oversee the Board of Juvenile Parole.
(c) The Board of Adult Parole Hearings shall be comprised ofnot less fhan twelve commissioners, who shall be
appointed by and serve af the pleasure of the Govemor, In consuEtafion wffh the secretary and the undersecretary of the
Board of Adult Parole Hearings, for three-year terms, and who shall not be subjecf to conflmtion by the Senate.
(d) ( I ) The Board of AduH Parole Hearings hereby succeeds fo, and Is vested with, all the powers, dufies,
responsibi/ities, obligations, liabiitYies, andjurisdiction of the following entities, which she1 no longer exlst: Board of Prison
Terms, Board of Parole Hearings, and the NarcoticAddict Evalu~knAuthorify. For purposes of this atficle, the above
entities shalt be known as "predecessorenfities."
(2) Commencing wilh the effective date of this arficle, any refemnce in any code to the Board of P h n Terms, the
Board of Parole Hearings, or the N a ~ o t l Addlci
c
Evaluation Aufhofly shall be construed to mfer to the Board of Adult
Pamle Heatings.
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Board of Aduff Parole Hearlngs or Hs successor In Infernst shaN be
the parole authority far a// adulf inmates in any facility under the jurisdIdion of the Depadmenf of Correcffans and
Rehabilltation In the State of California, shall conduct parole proceedings as pmvlded in Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Title I of
Part 3 of the fenel Code, and shall be independent of fhe supervision and confrd of the Department of C o m d o n s and
Rehabilitation and the Boatd of Juvenile Perole.
(0 The Board of Juvenile Pawle shall be comprised of not less than five commissioners, who shall Be appointed by and
serve at the pleasure of the Govemor, in consultation with me secretary and the undersecretary of the Board of Juvenile
Parole, for thme-year terms, and who shall not be subject b confirmatbn by the Senate.
(g) (1) The Board of Juvenile Parole hereby succeeds fo, and is vested with, all the powers, duties, responsibilities,
obligations, liabilities, and jurisdiction of the following entities which shall no longer exist: Youthful OfFender Parole Board,
the Division of Juvenile Parole Opemtions, and the Juvenile Justice Parole Board, For purposes of this arlicle, fie above
enfities shall be known as ';Oredecessorentities."
(2) Commencing wlth the emctive date of thk ariicle, any mference in any code to the Youth Authority Board, the
Youthful Offender Parole Board, fhe Divlston of Juvenile Pa& Opemfions, or the Juvenile Justice Parale Boatd, shsll be
construed to referfo the Board of Juvenile Parole.
(b) Notwithstanding any oiherpmvlslon of law, the Board of Juvenile Parde or hs successor In Infernst shall be fhe
parole authody for all wards in any facility under the lurlsdiction of the Department of Correcfions and Rehebillfafion,
Division of Juvenile Facllifles,~nndshall be independent of the supervisidn and cbnfml of the Depatfmentof Comctions
and Rehabilitation and the Board of Adult Parale Heerlngs.
(i) The commlssluners of the Boa& of Adult P e d e Hearings and the commlssione~offhe Board of Juvenile Pamle
shall be authorired fb meet on any subject and for any purpose with the governor or his or her designee, and shall be
authorized to meet with each other for purposes of tmining and education, withoot being required to comply with the
provisions of Article 9 of Chapter 1 of Part I of Division 3 of Title 2. To enable the governor to make informed
determinertions on reappoinfmenf of commissioners, the secretary shall annually provide to the governor a wnfien report
including individual and statistical information that shall include post-release criminal conduct of juvenile and adult
parolees and which shall be e public record.
0) No elected or appoinfedpublic official shall attempt to influence or interferewifh any decision of the Board of Adult
Parole Hearings or the Board of Juvenile Parole regarding the parole or the denial of parole of any inmate under the
jurisdiction of the Board of Aduff Parole Hearings or any ward under the jurisdicfion of the Board of Juvenile Parole.
(k) Noihing in this Section shall be construed to change or restrict the powers of the governor set forth in subdivision (b)
of Section 8 of Article V of the California Constitufionregarding the parole of any person from any institufion or facII@ in
the State of California.

12840.1. (0) Any omcer or emp/oyee of the predecessor entitles who is engaged In the performance of a function
specifled /nthis arflcle and who Is serving ih fha date civil service, other than as a temporary employee, shall be
transferred to the Department of Parole pursuant to the pmvjsions of Section 19050.9,
(b) Any o f i ~ eor
r employee of fhe cantlnuing entities who is engaged in fhe perfamsnce of a function specifled in thls
&Hick and who is sewing In the sfateclvll service, other than as a temporary employee, shall conflnuesuch st~tuswlfh
the continuing entity pursuant to the pmvisions of Section i 9050.9.
(c) The status, position, and rigAts of any omcer or employee of the predecessor entities shall not be affected by the
transfer end shall be mtained by the person as an officeror employee of the Deparfment of Parole, pursuant to the Sfate
Civil Sewice Act (Pad 2 (commencing with Section 18500) of Division 5 of Title 2 of the Government Code), except as to
a posltron that is exempt from civil service.
I

SECTION 15,

Section 4453.1 is added to Chapter 1 of Part 2 of Division 4 of the tabor Code to read;

4453. I. (a) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this Section to facilitate the rights of victims
of crime as described in subdivlslon (a) of Section 679.025 of the Penal Code by enabling the sheM to utlllre sentenbed
inmates for environmental cleanup, fire contrd abatement, and any other public safety or environmentally fdendly work
projects approved by the sheriff. This Sectron Is enacted fa enable the sheriffto alleviate jal awererowding and the early
release of sentenced Inmates of the counfyjad and to make incarcarafion a meaningful deterrent by utilizing sentenced
inmates fbr work prajecfs described h e ~ i nwItAout
,
running afoul of laws tegulating workers campensathn.
(b) Notwithstanding any otherprovision of law, for purposes of determining temporary disabiliiy benefitsfor any person
entitled fa beneflfs under this division as a msuff af an inlury sustained by an Inmate of any county jail, temporaryjail,
Industht farm, m d camp, treatment facility, or cityjail, or by an inmate assigned to a work release program under
Section 4024.2 of the Penal Code, the sverege weekly earnings shall be taken at the minimum amount sef forth in Section
4453 or the actual weekly wages lost due to disabilify msulting from fhe injury, whichever is less.
SECTION 16.
Section 679.02 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

679,02,(a) ( I ) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in amending this section to provide a single statutory
tt~estatutov rights of victims of and witnesses 4 fa
enactment which states
crimes i
(2) If any other statute provides rights to victims of crtmes that am infentionally or inadvertently not Iisfed in this secuon,
A is the intent of the People that the rfghfs rewgnjzed in this secfion shall be in addition to the rights provided in any other
secfion of this Code, If this wcflon daes not accurately or fully descdhe a rlghf of vrcflms of crlmes as p d d e d In another
section of this Code, the description of the right in the other sectlon shall be deemed fo prevail.
(6)The fallowing am hemby recognized as fhe statutory rights of vleflms of crimes:
( 1 ) To be notlfled as soon as feasible that a court proceeding to which he or she has been subpoenaed as a witness will
not proceed as scheduled, provided the prosecuttng attorney deterrnlnes that &e witness' attendance Is not required.
(2) Upon request of the victlm or a witness, to be informed by the prosecuting attorney of the final disposition of the case,
as provided by Section I 1 116.10.
(3) For the victim, the victim's parents or guardian if the victim is a minor, or the next of kin of the victim if the victim has
died, to be notified of all sentencing proceedings, including petitions or requests for sentence modification, and of the right
to appear, to reasonably express his or her views, have those views preserved by audio or video or wriffenmeans, at the
discmiion of the victim, as provided in Section 1191.16, and to have the court consider his or her statements, as provided
by Secfions 1191.Iand 1191.15.
(4) For the victim, the victim's parents or guardian if the victim is a minor, or the next of kin of the victim if the vidm has
died, to be notified of all juvenile disposition hearings in which the alleged act,would have been a felony if committed by
an adult, and of the right to attend and to express his or her views, as provided by Section 656.2 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code.
(5) Upon request by the victim or the next of kin of the victlm if the victim has died, to be nodfled of any parole ellglbllity
hearing and of the right to appear, either personally as provided by Sectlon 3043 of this code, or by other means as
provided by Sections 3043.2 and 3043.25 of thls code, to reasonably express his or her views, and to have his or her

.

.

statements consldered, as provlded by Sectlon 3041, 304 1.5, 3043,3043.2, 3043.4, 3043.6, and 3043.7, of this code and
by Section 1767 of the Welfare and lnstitutlons Code.
(6) Upon request by the victlm or the next of kin of the victim if the crime was a homiclde, to be notified of an inmate's
placement In a reentry or worK furlough program, notified of an Inmate's transfer to a new facilEfy or InstIfufion,or notlfled
of the inmate's escape as provided by Sectlon 11155. (7) To be notlfled that he or she may be entitled to wltness fees
and mlleage, as provided by Sectton 1324.1.
(8) For the victim, to receive restitution for losses or injuries suffered fmm persons convicted of or adjudlcafed to have
commlffed crlmes or omnses, to he pmvided with information, expedFted process, and tools necessary to collect
restifution, as provided In Section 1191.4, end to be provided with information cuncerning the victim's rlght to civll recovery
and the opportunity to be compenqated from the Restitution Fund pursuant to Chapter 5 (commencing with Section
13959) of Part 4 of Dlvislon 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code and Section 1191,2 of this code.
(9) To the expeditious return of his or her property which has allegedly been stolen or embezzled, when it is no longer
needed as evidence, as provided by Chapter 12 (commencing with Section 1407) and Chapter 13 (commencing wlth
Section 1417) of Title 10 of Part 2.
(10) To an expeditious disposition of the criminal action, and to an expeditious reso/ution of post judgment proceedings,
as provided in Sections i054,Qand 1474.5.
(I
1) To be notified, if applicable, in accordance with Sections 679.03 and 3058.8 if the defendant is to be placed on
parole.
(12) To be notified by the district attorney's oflice where the case involves a violent felony, as definedIn subdivision (c) of
Section 667.5,or in the event of a homicide, the victim's next of kin, of a pending pretrial disposition before a change of
plea is entered before a judge.
(A) A victim of any felony may request to be notlfled, by the dlstrlct attorney's office, of a pretrial disposltlon.
(3)If it is not possible to notify the victim of the pretrial dispositian before the change of plea Is entered, the district
attorney's offlce or the county probation department shall notify the victim as soon as possible.
(C) The victim may be notified by any reasonable means available.
(D) Nothlng in this
subdivldon Is intended to affect the right of the people and the defendant to an expedttlous
d[sposlUon as provided in Sectlon 4 050.
(13) To be noflfied by the distrfct attorney's omce in any case in which a plea agreement Is entered into to enable the
victim to have an opprfunity to speak to the sentencing mud prior to judgment and sentence, as pmvided by Section
1192.57.
(14) To atfend and be pmenf at all court proceedings where the defendant, the prosecuting attorney, and the geheml
public are e n t W to Be present, 8s provided in Section 1 102.6 and Section 777 of the Evidence Code.
(15) To be notified of and be given an oppottunity to heve input into the release of the defendant on bait or own
recognizance, and to have his or her safety and the safety of his or her immediate family given a primary consideration in
the release of the defendant on bail or own recognizance, as provided in Sections 1270, 1270.1, 1272, 1272.1, 1274,
1274.5, and 1275,
(7 6) To have law enforcement authotities make reasonable efotfs to see that persons who comrnH cr3mInal acts are
brought before the courts of this State, as provided in Section 154 6.
(17) To the enactment of statutes that promote and encoutage the recmjtment and retenffon of high qualified aftomeys
to become cereer crlminal pmcutors, fhaf mandafe and facilitate high levels of training of these pmsecufors, that
promate high standards ofprosecutorial ethics and sensitivity fa the needs and dgbts of crlme vicflms, and that ensure
that the pmsecutor is b e from actual or apparent conflicts of interest In ~pmsentingthe People of the State af California
in handllng the prosecution of fhe accused, as pmvlded in Sections 679.023 and 679.024.
(18) To be notified of the earliest release date, scheduled release date, or the ecfualrelease of the defendant f m a
sentence or commitment to an Institution In fhlsstate arlslng out of a criminal proceeding, as provlded in Secflon 1 192.52.
(79) For thy victim, to be n~tifledby the district attorney's omce of the right to request, upon a form provided by the
district attorney's ofice, and receive a notice pursuant to paragraph +l(201,
+ifthe defendant is convicted of any of the
following offenses:
(A) Assault with intent to commit rape, sodomy, oral copulation, or any violation of Section 264.1, 288, or 289, in violation
of Section 220.
(8) A violation of Section 207 or 209 committed with the intmt to commit a violation of Section 261,262, 286, 288, 288a,
or 289.
(C) Rape, in violation of Section 261.
(0)
Oral copulation, in violation of Section 288a.
(E) Sadorny, In violation of Section 286.
(F) A violation of Sectlon 288.

(G) A violation of Section 280.
(191, the sheriff shall inform the vldlrn
(20)When a victim has requested natiication pursuant to paragraph
that the person who was convicted of the offense has been ordered to be placed on probation, and give the vlctim notice .
of the proposed date upon which the pason wlll be released from the custody of the shedff.
(21) To be profected from exploifafion by pubiic oficials of their persons, their famllles, and fhe facts surmunding their
cases, as provided In Section 679.021.
(22) To be informed of the rights of crime victims enumerated in the California Constitution and in the statutes of this
,
State. as provided In Sectlon 679.026.
(c) Unless axpllcitly stated to the contrary, the term 'vlctlm" as used in any provision of this Code shall have the same
meaning as provlded In paragraph (6) of subdlvlslon (b) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the Callfornla Constitution.
(d) (1) The terms '70s~'and 9njuW as used in any pmvislan of this Code mlatinng to msfitufion to a victim of crime shall
be broadly construed ta Include any economlc loss, Including, buf nof limited to, medical, dental, psychia fric, and
chlmpracflcexpenses, repairs to ma/ propem, replacement of or repairs to personal property, insurance deducfibles, lost
wages, and any other loss as defined in any ofherpmvision of this Code. The terms "loss" end "injury"shall not be
construed to include pain and suffering.
(2) In the case of a homicide or ofher criminal act causing the death of a vicfim, the probation officer shall notiw the
next of kin, administrator of the estate, or any immediefe family member of the vicfim, of fhe right to seek m ~ t i t ~ ofornthe
estafe of fhe decedent In addition to any economic loss described in paragraph (I), the courf shall award restifution for
lost wages of the decedent calculated from actuarial tables and a reasonable judicial calculation of the expected annual
income of the decedent over the period of fhe life expectancy of the decedent. Restitution, as determined by the coud,
shall be ordered in favor of the decedents estate.
(4 The rights set forth in subdivision fa) (b) shall be set forth in the information and educational materials prepared
pursuant to Section 13897.1. The information and educational rnaterlals shall be
distributed to local law enforcement agencies and local victims' programs by the Vletlms' Legal Resource Center
established pursuant to Chapter 1I(wmmenclng with Section 13897) of Title 6 of Part 4.
# (9) Local law enforcement agencles shall make available caples of the materials described In subdlvlslon @ (d) to
victlms and witnesses.
'

SECTION 17.
Section 679,021 is added to Title 17 of Part I of the Penal Code to read:
679.02 1. (a) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacfing this Section to pmserve and profed the
rights of victims ofcrime and their families enumerated in paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Arfide / of fhe
California Consiitution and subpamgraph (A) of paragraph ( I ) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Attic/%I of the California
Consfifutian,to be tmafed wiYh respect for their dignity and privacy and to be free from exploitation and abuse at any time
during or following the conclusion of the criminal process.
(b) { I ) No person while seeking public oftice or while serving in a public office may exploit a vlcfim of crime, any member
of #e family of a victim of crime, or the facts and circumstances sumunding the crime and its proseedon, for the
purpose of election or appointment to public 0177~8,without the prior, express consent of the vicfim or the family of the
victim.
(2) No person while seeking public omce or while sewing in a public offlce may post in any campaign publlca~onthe
name, image, or voice of any vlctim of crime, or of any member of the hmily of any victim ofcrfme, wlthoufthe prior,
express consent of fhat person.
(A) A publicaflon Includes, but is not limifed fo,any writing, electronic website, and any felevlsion, radio, public
statement, or other media commun~cation.
(8)The pmhlbftion of this paragmph applies to publicafions issued by a person in his or her oflcial capacity, prlvafe
capacity, or as a eandidafe for publlc ofice, and it applies fo publications issued by another person at his or her direction
or with hls or h8r consenf.
(3) The name, Image, or eledmnic motding of a victim of crime or any member of the family of a crime victim shall be
removed from a publlcatjon as defined hemin within forty-eight after mceipt of the fequesf for removal from the crime
victim or a member of his or her family.
(4) The right to requesf removal es specified in paragraph (3) shall be held by a juvenile vicfim of crime and also by fhe
custodial parent or guardian of the juvenile.
(5) The right to request removal as specfied in paragraph (3) shall be held by the spouse, parents, children, or any
ofher next of kin of a homicide victim.

(c) Nothing In thls Section shall be consfrued fo abrfdge the rlght of freedom of speech as protected by the Firsf
Amendment of the Unlfed States Consflfution. Should the courts consfrue the FlM Amendment of the United Sfafes to
perdl the pubNcafion of matter pruhlbited by paragraph (2)of subd~vislo~
(61, the v/ctim,a merrlber of the family of the
victim, or other person designated in paragraphs (4) end (5) ofsubdiv~sion(bJ shall have the right to be pmvided with

equal fime or space in the publlcatlon, at no expense to such person.
(dl Consent to publication of any matter descifbed In paragmph (2) of subdivision (b) shall be obtained in wrlfing, shall
be signed and dated by the person grantlng consent, and the wriffen document of consent shall be malnteined and
considend a public record within the meaning of the Celifornia Public Records Act, Government Codesection 6260 ef
seq. The wMen document of consent shall contain a desciption of any compensation paid or grented in return for the
consent or the publication of any matter described in paragraph (2) of subdivision (b).
(e) As used in this Section, a public oficial is defined8s any elected or appointed government official, any person who is
a candidate for pditical office, or any person who is seeking appointment to a politial office. A public oft'ici~l
shall
include, but is not limited to, statewide officers,members of the Stafe Legislature, members of the County Board of
Supervisors, County sherim, district attorneys, and city attorneys,
(0 Not withstanding any other provision oflaw granting immunity to a public officialfor his or her official acts, a public
official who fails to remove published content as defined in this Sedion when requested to do so as provided herein, or
who fails to provide equal time or space as provided herein, shall be subject to a civil action for damages,
(g) Except as pmvided in subdivision (0,nothing in this Section shall be construed to create or authorize additional civil
liability for conduct prohibaed pursuant to subdiwlsion (6).
SECTION 18.

Section 879.022 is added to Title 17 of Part Iof the Penal Code to read:
679,022. (a) tt Is the intent of the Peaple of the Sfate of Califomid in enacting this Sectlon to presewe and p d e d the
rights of victims of crime and their families enumemted in paragraph (5) of subdlvislon (a) of Sedon 28 of Artide Iof the
California Consflfutlan, and subparagraph (F) of paragmph ( I ) of subdh4sion (b) of Section 28 of Article l of the Califomid
Constfiutlon, to &e informed about and to appmpn'atelyparticipatein judicial piweedings egeinst their wrongdoers and to
be informed of and to have opporfunity to provide input into decisions of the prosecuting attorney concerning f i e filing of
criminal charges against the accused.
(b) A victim of a crime shall, upon request, have the right to meet with 8 criminal prosecutor regarrling the filing of
charges arising out ofthe case involving the victim. The detective assigned to investigate the case,or the filing officer of
fhe investigating agency, shall, upon mquest, notify the victim of the filing decision no later than seventy two hours
following thaf filing decision. If the prosecutor has declined to file chatges, fhe victim in that case shall be i n f m e d of his
or her right to meet with and be heard by the prosecutor who actually made the decision to dedine fo file charges, and fo
request a reconsiderafion by that prosecutor or of the oflce of that prosecutor of the filng decisron. In evety case
invdving an alleged homicide or alleged sexual abuse of a minor fn which a' ctiminal prosecutor declhes to file chatges,
the elected or appointed disfrict attorney shall make good faith, reasonable efforfs to meet with the nexf of kin of the
decedent, or the parents or guardians of the child, Hrequested to do so by the next of kin, pamnts, or guardlans.
SECTION 19.

Section 679,023 Is added to l t i e 17 of Part 1 of the Penal Code to read:

679.023. (a) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this Section fo pmssrve and protect the
right of victims of crime and fheir families enumerated in subpamgmph (E)of paragreph (I) of subdivision (b) of Secfion
28 of Article I of the California Consfifution, to the enactment of statutes thaf ensure that the prosecutor is free from actuel
conflicts of interest and the appearance of conflict8 of interest in representing (he People of the Sfate of California in
handling the prosecution of the accused.
(6) No criminal prosecutor, including an elected or appoinfed district atforney or city attorney, may knowingly receive or
solicit a giR, donation, campaign contribution, sewice, use of real or personal property, or any other thing or service of
value, fmm any criminal defendant, criminal defense attorney, or the immediate family, employees, or business partners
of a criminal defendant or criminal defense attorney, during the time thaf the criminal defendant or fhe criminal defense
attorney is lifigating a criminal prosecution filed by the office of that criminal pmecufor. This provision shall be construed
to prohjblt the personal recelpf or solicitation of if ems listed herein, direct or Indirect solicftatlon efforls on behalf of anofher

person or organization, and the solicitation or receipt of a promise of future receipt of Items lkted herein. Conduct
prohibfied by fhis Section may be prosecuted as a crlm/naloffense as provided In this Code.
(c) Should the courls construe the First Amendment of the United States to pem4 the conduct thef Is pmhlbited by fhls
Seclion, a crlmina! prosecutor desctfbad In subdivision (b) shall include In any campaign publication, as described in
paragraph 2 of subdlvIslon (b) of Section 679.021, a disclaimer prfnted or spoken in equally pmmlnent language, stating
fha t the candld~cyof the crimlnal pmsecutor is "suppoded and funded by criminal defense attorneys and/or crfminal
defendanfs."
SECTION 20.
Section 879,024 is added Title 17 of Part 1 of the Penal Code to read:

,

679,024. (a) I f is the intent of the People of the Safe of California in enacting this Section to facilitate end support the
right of victims of crime specified in subpamgmph (€1 of paragmph (I)of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Arficle I of the
CaliforniaConsfitution, to the enactment of legislation that promotes and encourages the recruitment and retention of
highly qualified attorneys to become career criminal prosecutors, that mandates and facilitates high levels of training of
fhesepmecutors, and that promotes high standards ofptvsecutorial ethics and sensifiviiy to the needs and rights of
crime victims in representing the People of the State of California in handling the prosecution of the accused.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, every county and every ofice of the distdc attamey located therein,
s l ~llaadhere to the following standards for deputy and assistant criminal prosecutors appointed pursuant to Section 24101
of the Govemrnent Code:
(1) (A) Elected and appointed districf attorneys and their assistants and deputies, hematter described as "crfminal
prosecutors," shall, during each two-year period, as s requirement of continued employment complete eight hours of
continuing legal education provided by e "pmsecutors mNege," as defined in subparagraph (CJ.Four hours of this
tmining shall be devoted to "Nlfong Tmining " tmlning thaf focuses upon the impodanf subject of pmecutotial ethics in
prosecuting criminal cases. Four hours of this tmlning shall be devoted to fmrnlng on the rights of the vlctims In
crlmlnal pmsecuflonsset fPrfh in the Vlctims Bill of Rights" enacted in 1982 by Proposition 8 and amended by fhe
Vletlms Rights Acf of 2008 Marsy's Law," and sensMvHy frelning thef focuses on &me victlms in criminal prosecutions,
and sensifivw fraining that focuses on fie re/etionsh/pbetween the pmecutor and the crime v&m in a crlmlnal
prosecution.
(B) Each county shall provide to its,criminal pmsecufom the opporfunify to obtain and provide mnfinuing legal
education specifically geared to prosecutors and designed to pmvide uniform statewide training, Eech county shall
provide or offerto, or allow if requested, if8 criminal promcufors no less than 16 hours of paid fime away from work, or
compensatory fime if completed on weekends, to aftendor to teach at continuing legal education courses offered at a
prosecutors college. " Each county shall provide to its criminel prosecutors reasonable and adequate fime during
working h u m or reasonable and adequate compensatory time for study by its crlminal prosecutors during non-working
hours, to adequately sfudy forpromofionalexaminations, and to complete the continuing legal educaffon described in this

-

paragraph.
(CJFor purposes of this section a prosecutors collegeUisdefined as educational courses ofemd by any statewide
organization of criminal pmsecuto~of which at least eighty per cent of he elected and appointed distrlcf attorneys in
Callforn~aare members or have been members over a pdor two-year pew,which are aufhodzed pmvidem of mandatory
continuing legal educ~fion(MCLEJ cerfMed by the State Bar of Calhmia, and whlch am nonpmfit organizafians under
paragraph (6) of subdlvis/on(c) of Section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code.
(D) The required continuing legal education described In subpamgraph (A) shall be effective January 1, 201 0, Prior to
Jenu~ry1, 2010, criminal prosecutors may comply with the mandated~continulnglegal education described in
subpemgraph (A) by en on-/he, vldeo, or written selfstudy course developed by the prosecutors college at a fee not to
exceed that changed for inperson atfendance.
(E) In fhe event that them is no qualified provider capable and willing to provide the mendated efhics and victims rights
tmlning required by subparagmphs (A) or (81, the Affomey General shall ensure thaf the continuing legal education is
provided. The meens by which the Atfomey Genemi shall meet fhis mandate shall be within the discretion of the
Attorney Geneml,
(F) The provisions of subparagraph (8) shall apply only to counties of the firsf class.
(2) Each county shall pay a yearly membership fee on behalfof each criminal prosecufor it employs to one provider of
confinuing legal education as described in subparagraph (C) of paragraph (7). This member&@ fee shall not exceed
twenty-five percent of the yearly dues paid by attorneys to the State Bar of California to pmctice law in CalifomIa.

'

(3) Each county shall provide fo 8s criminal prosecutors upon their request, through collective bargaining or otherwise,
health insurance plans ofthe Public Employees Medhl and Hospital Care Ad (PEMHCA) offered by CalPERS and shall
pay the same percentage ofthe premiums of such plans that the county pald far nan-PEMHCA health insuhnce plans for
its criminal prosecutors as of January 1, 2007. If in the initial year of transfer to PEEAHCA heafih Insurance plans the cost
of the county's subsidy of PEMHCA hsalfh insurance plan premiums exceeds the cost of the county's s8me percentage
subsidy of non-PEMHCA health insurance pbn premiums, the percentage of the premium paid by fhe participating
pmsecufor shall be adjusted so fhat no additland wst is incurrsd by the county, and the adjusted percentage shall be
adopted as the new county wnirlbution for the term of the coverage.
(4) In any county that h s establi~hedan a#ce of the publlc defender or its equivalent, or an M c e of the counfy counsel
or its equivalent, deputy and assistant crlmlnal prosecutors shall mceive salaries and benefils,including a retirement plan,
that are not less than the selaty and benefits paid, and promotions fa higher grades in comparable proportion and at
comparable rates, fa depufy and assisfant public defenders and deputy and assistanf county counsel of cornperable
position and years of service in the county, empf that:
(A) Any employment benefit that may be k gmnfed as a group benefifto pmsecuiors and other county affomey groups,
may be gmnted as a benefl to criminal prosecutors as a separate and individual class benefit! notwithstanding any other
provision of law.
(8) Criminal prosecutors am deemed to be in a class known as "law enforcement offmais"and may participate in
collecfim bargaining with law enforcement orgenizafions,including peace oficers, and shall be allowed to join as
members in or as afiliated members of any such local or statewide bargaining group or union which in fis discretion
agrees to accept criminal prosecutors as members or affiliafes.
(5) Notwithsfandingthe exclusion of attorneys and physicians from the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSAJor any
other provision of law, unless defined by their employer and treated as professional salaried employees, criminal
prosecutors shall be accorded the same protections of the rules and regutatlons of the Fair Labor Standards Act as
applled to employee gmups who are protected by the rules and regulations of the Fair Labor Standads Act.
(A) Regardless ~f whether classifled as salaried employees or non salaried employees, in addition to FLSA pmtedions
described in this pamgraph, any dminal prosecutor participaihg In a crlmlnal]ury frlal shall mehre a minimum
presumptive thme hours of compensatory time for each day of that trial, includlngjury seledlonI but exciuding jury
dellberatlan tlme, and a minimum presumptive one hour per day of compensatory time for each full day asslgned to
conduct preIItnlnaty examinations, whether time spent preparing for trial or preliminary examinations was in the offi#, at
home, or af some other location. A crlminal pmsecufor assigned to work in a courfroom wifh mguiar W i n g hours shall
receive compensatory time for actual hours of overtime worked in court beyond five o%k in the affernoon.
(8) Crfminsl prosecutors shall be permitted to submit wMen documentation of eetual hours worked and compensatory
hours requested for trial, preliminary examination, or aaer normal court hours worked. Such w&en documentation by a
prwsecufw pursuant to this seciion shell accurately document the actual hours worked, whether or not pre-aufhoized w
pre-approved, shall include the number of hours requested as compensatoryhours, and shall be maintained as a
personnel record by his or her ofice. No managerial policy or action shall seek to abridge the provisions of this
paragraph or to dissuade prosecutors from working the hours necessary to adequately prepare for trial orpreliminarj
examinations or from attending after hours court proceedings, from submitting accurate wriften documents fion o factual
time worked, or from seeking compensation as provided hereln.
(CJ The pmvtslons of thls pangraph shall apply only to counties of the first class as descdbed In Secfian 28022 of the
Government Code.
(c) (7) Except as provided in subparagreph (G)of pamgraph (f ) and subpragmph (C)of paragraph (5) of subdivision
(b), tAe pmvIsIons of this Section shall also apply to deputy and assistant criminal pmecutws hired by every city and the
office of the city attorney located therein, other attorneys employed by s clty or county who handle criminal maff ers, end
fhelr employers.
(2) Except as prnvided h subparagraph (G)of paragraph ( I ) end subparagmph (CJ of pamgraph (5) of subdivision (b),
the provlslons of thls Section shall also apply to all deputy attorneys geneml emplayed by the State of California, and who
handle the prasecution of criminal cases at the trial and appellate level and related state snd federal habeas corpus
lifigetion. Unless otherwise speclflcally provided in this Section, all obligations imposed upon counties wfhrespect to
thelr criminal pmsecufors shall also be imposed on the State of Califomlawith respect to deputy attorneys general. For
the purpose of paragmph (4) of subdivision (b), relevant comparable entitles shall include, but shall not be limited to, the
Stafe Public Defender's Office and the Habeas Corpus Resource Center,
(d) Tho provisions of this Section shall not be construed to dimintsh or permit a reduction in current salary and benefifs
OF conditions of employment to levels that are less than the minimum standards set forth herein.
SECTION 21.

Section 679.025 is added to Title 17 of Article I of the Penal Code to mad:

679.025. (a) It is the intent of the People of the Stafe of California in enacfing thls Secfionto preserve and advance the
rights of victims of crime specified in paragraphs (3) and (6) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 ofArticle I of fhe California
Constitution to expect that that the Legislature, and ofher governing bodles that are responsibk for ensuring that public
safety budgets, provide sufffcient resources to house in any state prison, countylail, or ofher state or local corndona1 or
rehabllitafion facilily, all persons sentenced fo those Instlfufions or othenuisejudicially compelled to abide by limifaftonsan
their fmedoms as punishment for crlminal activhy, so that sentences imposed upon crlminal wrongdoers wit/ not be
thwarted by the premature release of these wmngdoers caused by inadequate physical or personnel capaclty fa
Incarcerafe hem.
(b) In any county in which the ovemwding of inmates In the county jail has reached crisis levels as dehed in Section
4004.6, the pmvisions dfhat Section shall become operable.
(c) In order to address the pmblems of ovemmwding and congested conditions In fhe criminaljustice system and to
diminish their impact on the rfghts of crime victims, a pilot progmm, with lmpkmenfationprovisions, shall k established
pursuant to Secflon 4004,7 to essess the applicetfons of technology to ovemwdlng In the criminaljustice system,
Including county jalls and mudhouses, caused by inefncienf use of resources end applicetion of technology and the failure
of the Leglslatum and other governing W e s that am mspans/b/efor ensuting suHcient funding fdr public safr4ty budgeis,
to provide suflcient resources fa mlleve fhese overcrowded and congesfed conditions.
SECTION 22.
Section 679.026 is added to Title 17 of Part 1 of the Penal Code to read:

679.026 (a) It k the intent of fhe People of the State of CalifoMa in enacting this Section to implement the rlgAt of vicftms
of crime established in subparagraph of paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Adicle I of the California
Constitution to be informed of the rights of crime victims enumerated in the ConsfH.ufionand in the statutes ofthis state.
(bJ Every vicfim of crime has fhe right fo recehle without cost or chage a IIst of the d'ghts of victlms of crime recognized
In SecHon 28 of Alticle i of fhe California Consflfution.and In ihe pmvlslons of this Code, Includln~,but not limited to,
Section 679.02. These tights shall be known as "Marsy Rlghts."
(c) ( I ) Every law enfmemenf agency investlgaflng a crfminal act and every agency prosgcuting a ctimlnal acf shall, as
provided herein, at fhe time of Inltlal contact with a crime victlm, during a fdiow-up investigetion, or as soon thereofferas
deemed eppmprlate by investigafingo*rs
arpmsecuiing aftomeys,pmvIde or make available to each victim of that
cn'rninal act without charge or cost a "MersyRights" card described in paragraphs (2) or (3).
(2) The Attmey Geneml shall doslgn and make available in 'pdr or other imaging format to every egency listed in
paragraph (I) a "IWarsy Rights" cam: whlch shall contain fhe rigMs of crime victims described in subdivision (b),
lnfomafmn on the means by which a crime vicflm can eccess on-line informafion regarding these rights, and a tollifree
telephone number to enable a crime victim to contecf a local victim's assisfance ofice.
(3) Every law enforcement agency which invesfigaies
activity shall, if provided without cost to the agency by
any organization dasMed as a nonprofit otganiz~tionunder paragmph (3) of subdivision (c) of Section 50 1 of the lntemal
Revenue Code, make availe ble and provide fo every crime victim a "Victims Sumival and Resource Guide" pamphlet
and/or video that has been approved by the Attorney General. The Vicfims Survival and Resource Guide" and video
shall include an approved "Marsy Rights" card, a list of government agencies, non-profif victim's rfghfs groups, suppod
groups, and local resources that assist crime victims, and any other inhrmation which the Attorney General determines
might be helpful to victims of crime.
(4) Any agency described in pamgraph (1) may in its discretion design and distribute fo each victim of a criminal act Its
own Vletims Survival and Resoume Guide and vldeo, fhe canfents of which have been approved by the Affomey General,
in addition to or in lieu of the materials descdhd in paragraph (3).

(n
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SECTION 23.

Section 1054.9 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
1054.9. Except as provided in Section 1474.5, no courf shall order disclosure of any meterials end information described
in Section 70541 to a defendant upon whom senfence orjudgment has been pronounced.-

SECTION 24.
Section 1191.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

1191,l.(a) The victim of any crime, or the parents or guardians of the victim if the victim is a minor, or the next of kin' of
the victim if the victim has died, have the right to attend all sentencing proceedings under this chapter, including
proceedings in which the sentence of fhe defcrldant might be modified, and shall be given adequate notice by the
probation officer of all sentencing proceedings concerning the person who committed the crime.
(&I The victim, w up to two of the victim's parents or guardians if the victlrn is a minor, or the next of kin of the victim if
the victim has died, have the rlght to appear, personally or by counsel, at the sentencing proceeding and to reasonably
express his, her, or their views concerning the crime, the person responsible, fhe need forpunishment and deterrence,
and the need for restitution. These persons shall be given the right to speak firsfat the sentencing proceedings. If any
statements or evidence is p~sentedby the defendant, the vldm and h e other p e r m s named In subdlvlslon (a) shall
also be given the right to speak last at the sentencing proceedhgs.
(c) The court in imposing sentence shall consider the statements of victims, parents or guardians, and next of kin made
pursuant to this sectlon and shall state on the record its conclusion concerning whether the person would pose a threat to
public safety if granted probation.

SECTION 25.

Section 1191.4 is added to Chapter 1 of Title 8 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to wad;
1191-4. (a) The People of the State of California find and declare that
although numerous sfafuteshave been enacfed since 7982 in an e h r f to implement subdivision (P) of Secfion28 of
Article I of the California Constiri#on, those measures have failed to provide victims of crlmlnal activity with the tools
necessary to collect redimion from persons convicted of or adjudicated fa have committed the crimes or offensesfar the
losses suffered by these vidms. It Is the Intent of the People In enacting this sectlon to provide victims of crlmlnal activily
with these necessery tools.
(b) (1) Af the time of the entty of any order of mstltutlon In a criminal orjuvenk proceeding pursuant to Section 7202.4,
Section 730.8 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, or any afherprovision of law, the courf shall require the person who
has been convicted of a crime in which there is a potential claim for restitution, or who has been ordered to make
restitution, to complete and sign under penelty of perJuly a form that pmvides at leasf the following information: ( f ) his or
her full Iegal name and the full legal name of his or her spouse, (2) aN aliases used during the preceding five years, (3)
place and date of birfh, (4) his or her social securify account number and the social security account number of his or her
spouse, (5) his or her drivers license and/or California identification numbers and the drivers license or California
identification numbers of his or her spouse, (6) immigration card number, ifthe person is not a Unifed States citizen, (7)
passport number, (8) fhe address or Iocation of all real propedy owned by him or her or by his or her spouse, (9) the
vehicle ticense numbers and/or VIN numbers of all vehicles owned or regisferedin his or her name or the name of his or
her spouse, ( I 0) the account numbers of all accounts held individually or jointly in financial institutions, ( I I ) the names
and addresses of all employers during the preceding five years, (12) the names and addresses of an union memberships,

(13) fhe names and account numbers of all life insurance policies of which the person is a beneficiay, and fhe name,
business license number, or other identiwng number of any business or partnership In whlch he or she has a legal
Inf eresf . The coud may in Its discretion requlre the person to provlde addidanal informaflon the court determines might
be useful in facilltatfng collection of the mstifutlan ordered.
(2) The odglnal form described In paragraph (I)shall be fled with the clerk of fhe court, but, axcepf as pmvlded In
paregmph (3). shall nof be deemed to be a public record.
(3) A copy af the farm descrfbed in paragraph (1) shsll be pmvld~dto the oflce of the pmsecutlng atfamey, who shall
retain the copy as a penanent record, and fo any victim fo whom the p8rson has been ordered to make resfitufion,
(4) At any time following the enfiyof an oder of restitution as described In paragraph (I),the crime victim shall be
enMIed to conduct in fhs manner otherwise authorized by law en ora'er of examlneiion of the person ordetwd to make
rsstituflon.
. (c) #ofwithstanding any other provision of law, a1 monetary payments, monies, and properfy collected by the courf or
by fhe probation deparfment, or held by fhe arresting agency, from any person who has been ordered to make restitution
pursuant to Section 1202.4, Section 730.6 gf the Welfare and Institutions Code; or any other provision of law, shall be firsf
applied to pay the amounts ordered by the court as &ution to the victim.
(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no court, probation officer,or ofher public employee or officer shall
reduce the amount, rafe or frequency of a court-ordered regularly scheduled restitution payment, unless the coud firsf
enters a finding that based on the face of a w&en motion to modify fhe restitution amount or payment schedule there is a
clearjustification for reducing restitufion payments. f h e court shaN hear a motion to modify the restitution amounf or
payment schedule only upon proof that the prosecuting attorney and the crime victim have been given at least thifly days
actual notice of the motion.
(8) (7) Notwithstanding the entry of a court-odered payment schedule, or a judicial finding of hardship to the
defendant, a crime vlctlm may retain the services of a private debt mllecfor at any time 10 satlsj, an oder of mstlfufin
adsing from a conv/ctionIn a crlminal case uflIIzIng lawful debt calIection mechanisms applkable to mtlsfyng a cM/

judgment

(2) If restitution to the crime victim has not been paid in full st the end of three yeem following the lnfii81 entry of the
order of msfifution, the balance of the unpaid mstitution, including a fen p e m n f annual interest charge, shall by opetation
of law wrthout furlher action by the court or any party be sub)& to a thirfypenent surcharge to pay for the casts of phwte
debt cdlection. if the victim or the next ofkin of the victim have retained the services of a pdva fe licensed debf cdlection
agency, that agency or the victim shall deliver to the court a signed wpy of the debt coltecfion cuntmct aufhonzing
collection of fhe balance of restitution, infenst,and surcharge, end shall be provided with an order authorizing fhe
colIection of such sums by ell legal means. All funds recovered by the private debt collection agency, including the thirly
percent surcharge to be paid the debt mllecfor on a pro-rata basis, shall be delivered to the court or probetion officerand
disbursed as ordered by the court to the crime victim and debt collection agency through the probation officeror the mud.
No private debf collector may charge a crime vicfi any fee or dame for expenses other than the thi@ percenf surcha~e
described herein.
(3) The jurisdiction of the courf over restitution as provided herein shall extend beyond the ternination ofprobation, the
. imposifion of a sentence to the sfate prison, the termination of parole, and any other event or circumsfance which might
athenvise terminate the jurisdiction of the caurf over the case or the defendant, unill mstltutlo~,Inferest, penalties, and
surcharges have been pdd or callecfed in full.
(0 Nohvlthsfandlng any otherpmvlsIon of law, 0

..

. .

r,o
.,I
person ode& to pay
msflfution pursuant fa Sec~ofl1202.4, Secflan 730.8 of fho Wehm and Insfiiu#ans Code, or any other pmvlslan of law,
who has failed to pey in full the restitution, internst, penalties, and sumharges owed fo the victim pursuant to fhis Section,
shall receive any of the foIIawing:
( I ) an order successfully terminating probation;
(2) an order terminating probation prior to th@period ordered by the court;
(3) an oro'er reducing the conviction to a misdemeanor under the provisions of Section 17;
(4) en order dismissing the charges under the provisions of Section 1203.4;
(5) an order reducing, waiving,or expunging the restitution, interest, penaffies, and surcharges owed; or
(6) an order expunging the criminal record of the person.
(g) Notwithsfanding any other ~rovisionof law, no court shall waive, expunge, or in any other manner excuse full
compliance with any restitution ordered pursuant fo Section 1202.4, Section 730.6of the Welfare and Institutions Code, or
any other provision oflaw, unless such action is at the express request or with the express permission of the victim or
ofher person to whom restitution is owed.

(hJ (7) Not later than January 7, 20 10, the Department of Jusflce shall conduct and complete a study of the feaslbility of
suthorizlng procedures to assist crime vlcttms fo collect on mstitufionjudgments fhaf a n utilized In the child suppod
enfoxement progmm pursuant to Title IV of the Social Securify Act. These procedures shall include, but not be limited
fa, state and federal Income tax mfund Infercepfs,lottery winnings infempts, social secutiv infe~epts,unemployment
and disability lnsumnce intercepts, general assisfanceand welfare benefis lnfercepfs,real estate Ilens, liens on estates in
praberte pmceedings, mandatory employer reporfing of new hires, wage assignments and garnishment of wages, and
state license matching (known 8s SLIMS).
(2) The Depertrnent of Justice shall mommend to the Legislature enactment oflegi8I~tionnecessary to implement
procedums as described in paragraph (I)to assist crime victims in obtaining restitution. In the event fhat the Legislafure
does not enact such legislation, the Attorney General shall file the legislation as an inifiativepropose1 for inclusion in the
next election in which initiatives may be enacted.
(i) The Depeifment of Justice shall develop and publish a handbook to be provided to crime victims describing the ways
in which a resfifutionjudgment may be enforced, The Department shall provide this written material to the probation
oficer in each county, who shall provide fhe material to crime victims. The Department shall also make fhis information
available on its web site in a user-friendly format.

Section 1192.51 is added to Chapter 1 of Title 8 of Part 2 of the Penat Code to read:
1192.51. (8) If Is fhe Intent of the People of the State of Calihmia in enacting fhis section to facllifate fie rfght of v l c t h of
cdme spdffedin paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Arflde I of the Califomla ConsiYtuflon to be Informed
a h u t and fb appropriately partiapafe in judlchl pmceedings sgalnst fhelr wmngdoers, and to appmptiafely parficipafe In
proceedings involving the punishment and incarceration of their wrongdoers, and fhet victims of crime not b8 denied inpuf
info the criminal proceeding arislng out of a plea agmemeni of which the vlcfims am unawam between the prosecuting
aftomey and the defendant afic#ng eifher the charges or the sentence,
(b) In evety criminal prosecufion in which a victim is named in the accusafory pleading, and in which the prosecuting
a b m e y and the defendant reach a plea agreement, the prosecuting attorney shall notify the victim or the next of kin of a
deceased vicfim ofthe plea agreement, the date sef for judgment and senfeneing, and the right of the victim to provide
input to the court prior to judgment and sentencing,
(c) In evety criminal case described in subdivision (b), the defendant shall be advised prior fo entry of a guilty or nolo
contendre plea in substantially the following words:

This plea agreement Is subject to review and approval by the court afler considering a preplea
sentencing report and afier hearing from any vicfim, tmmedlate family member of the victim, or the nexl
of Mn of the vlctim. The pmecutlng afforney shall make good faith emrts to not& the vIcflm of the
terms of the plea agmemenf, the date afludgment and sentenclng, and the vlcfim'sdghf to speak at
your sentencing. Prior to imposition of sentence upon you, the courl will hear from any victim who
desires fa speek to fhe courf about your case. If no victim is present at yaur sentencing, the court will
ask the prosecufing,attorney whether contacf was made with the victim and h r the victim's
recammendatlon concerning your sentence. You will not be sentenced unless the vlcfim has hsd an
opporfunfiy to give inpufregarding your sentence, unless the vlctim has waived his or her presence
and right to be heard, or unless the courffinds that further efiIfs st confacflng the victlm would be
unsuccessful. If aRer hearing from fhe victim the wurt rinds that the plea agreement is appropriate,
you will be senfenced accordingly. If the courf finds that the plea bagain Is agreement is
inapptvpriate, your guilty or no contest plea will be set aside, and you will have your right to trial and all
of the other rights about which the court has advisedyou reinsfatedwithout prejudice to you."
(d) The failure of the victim to be notified pursuant to this section or to appear at the judgment and sentencing of the

defendant shall not be gmunds for the defendant to move fo set aside the plea.
SECTION 27.

Section 1192.52 Is added to Chapter 1 of Title 8 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:

1192.52, (aJ It /s the lnfent offhe People of the State of Californiain enacting fhis section io facilitate the dghts of vlcftms
of cdme spci8ed in paragraphs (3) and (6) of subdlvlslon (a) of Sectlon 28 of Article I of the California Constitution to
expect that persons who commit criminal acts will be appropriately detained in custody and to be informed about and to
appropriately partlclpate in proceedings involving the punishment and incarceration of their wrongdoers, and the right of
victims of crime to be informed of the release or escape from custody of such persons,as provided in subparagraph (0)of
paragraph (I)
of slrbdlvision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the Califomia Constitution.
(b) Every institution in this state, including, but not limited to, instifufionsof the Deperfment of Corrections and
Rehabilitation, the Dep~rtmentof the Youth Authority, the Deparfment of Mental Health, and the sheriff of each county,
shall comply with the following with regard to the release of persons sentenced or committed to the institution arising out
of a criminel proceeding:
( I ) Except as provided in paragraph (2),ihe institution shall give notice to the victim, as defined in paragraph (5)of
subdivision (&I of Section 28 of Article 1 of the California Consfifution, of the following information: fhe full legal name,
court case number, cusfodial identifying number, primary charge, bail status, if any, sentence imposed by the court, dafe
of initial cusfody, date ofeariied lawful release from custody, scheduled release dafe,parole hearing date, if any, and
actual release if release has already occurred. This notice may be in written, eIecfronic, or klephonic fom.
(2) In lieu of providing actual notice to a victim as provided in paragraph (I),the insMution may provide ,mnstructive
notice to the vlcfim by melntalnlng a computetized database mntainlng the requisite Information that is easilyaccessible
to crlme victims utilizing electronic means such as the btemet.
(3) TAe instlfufion shall file a repod monfhly with the ofice of the Attorney General and DIsfdcf Affarney af the counties
it sences, the clty attorney of each clly H serves that performs the funcfionof criminal prosecution, and the presiding judge
In the court of mch county If s m s . The mpod shall consisf of a complete lisfing of all of the persons described in this
section that are housed In or mleased from the lnstfiution. The mport shall contclln the Inhmation described in
paragrep4 (.I). The repod shall Be delivered in both a writfen and electronic h a f and shall be malnfalned by each
InslRution. The report shall be a public record and Hs data shall be made available to the public.
(c) Regulations Implementlng pmedures for compliance with this Section shall be developed by the Department of
Justice and the Deparfment of Mentel Health in wnsuhtion wifh the California State Shedffs Association and the
California Police Chiefs Association.
(G) The provisions of pamgmph (3) of subdivision (b) shall become effective January I,2009.
(d) The provisions of parergmphs { I ) and (2)of subdivision (b) shell become emdive January 7, 201 0,

SECTION 28.
Section 1240 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
1240. (a) When in a proceeding falling wlthln the provisions of Sectlon 15421 of the Government Code a person is not
represented by a public defender acting pursuant to Section 27708 of the Government Code or other counsel and he or
she Is unable to afford the services of counsel, the caurt shall appoint the State Public Defender to represent the person
except as follows:
(1) The court shall appolnt counsel other than the State Public Defender when the State Public Defender has refused to
represent the person because of conflict of interest or other reason.
(2) The court may, in Its dlscretion, appoint either the State Publlc Defender or the attdrny who representedthe person
at his trial when the person requests the latter to represent him on appeal and the attorney consents to the appointment.
In unusual cases, where good cause exists, the court may appolnt any other attorney.
(3) A wurt may appoint a county public defender, private attorney, or nonprofit corporation with which the State Public
Defender has contracted to furnish defense services pursuant to Government Ccde Section 15402.
(4) When a judgment of death has been rendered the Supreme Court or the coud of appml may, in its discretion,
appoint counsel other than the State Public Defender or the attorney who represented the person at trial.
(b)If counsel other than the State Public Defender is appointed pursuant to this section, he or she may exercise the
same authority as the State Public Defender pursuant to Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 15420) of Part 7 of Division
3 of Title 2 of the Government Code.

SECTION 29.
Section 1240.1 of the Penal Code Is amended to read:

1240.'I. (a) In any noncapital criminal, juvenile court, or civil commitment case wherein the defendant would be entltled to

the appointment of counsel on appeal if indigent, it shall be the duty of the attorney who represented the person at trial to
provlde counsel and advlce as to whether arguably meritorious grounds exist for reversal or modification of the judgment
on appeal. The attorney shall admonish the defendant that he or she Is not able to provlde advice concerning his or her
own competency, and that the State Public Defender or other counsel should be cansulted for advice as to whether an
issue regarding the competency of counsel should be raised on appeal. The trial court may require trial counsel to certify
lhat he or she has counseled the defendant as to whether arguably meritorious grounds for appeal exist at the time a
notice of appeal is filed. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent any person having a right to appeal from
doing so.
(b) It shall be the duty of every attorney representingan indigent defendant in any criminal, juv%ndscourt, or civil
commitment ease to execute and file on his or her client's behalf a timely notice of appeal when the attorney Is of the
opinion that arguably meritorious grounds exist for a reversal or modification of the judgment or orders to be appealed
from, and where, in the attorney's judgment, it is in the defendant's interest to pursue any relief that may be available to
him or her on appeal; or when directed to do so by a defendant having a right to appeal.
With the notice of appeal the attorney shall file a brief statement of the points to be raised on appeal and a designation
of any document, paper, pleading, or transcript of oral proceedings necessary to properly present those points on appeal
when the document, paper, pleading, or transcript of oral proceedingswould not be included in the normal record on
appeal according to the applicable provislons of the California Rules of Court. The executing of the notice of appeal by
the defendants attorney shalt not canstltute an undertaking to represent the defendant on appeal unless the undertaking
is expressly stated in the notice of appeal.
If the defendant was represented by appointed counsel on the trial level, or if It appears that the defendant will request
the appolntrnent of counsel on appeal by reason of indlgency, the trial attorney shall also asslst the defendant In preparing
and submitting a motion for the appointment of counsel and any supporting deciaratlon or affidavit as to the defendant%
flnanclal oondltion. These documents shall be flled wlth the trial court at the time of filing a notice of appeal, and shall be
transmitted by the clerk of the trial court to the clerk of the appellate court within three Iudicial days of their recelpt. The
appellate court shall act upon that motion wlthout unnecessary delay. An attorney's failure to The a motlon for the
appolnhent of counsel with the notice of appeal shall not foreclose the defendant from filing a motion at any time it
becomes known to him or her that the attomey has failed to do so, or at any time he or she shall become indi~entif he or
she was not previously indigent.
(c) The State Public Defender shall, at the request of any attorney representing a prospective indigent appellant or at
the request of the prospective indigent appellant himself or herself, provide counsel and advice to the prospective indigent
appellant or attorney as to whether arguably meritorious grounds exist on which the judgment or order to be appealed
from would be reversed or modified on appeal.
(d) The failure of a trial attorney to perform any duty prescribed in this section, asslgn any particular point or error in the
notice of appeal, or designate any particular thing for inclusion in the record on appeal shall not foreclose any defendant
from filing a notice of appeal on his or her own behalf or from raising any point or argument on appeal; nor shall it
foreclose the defendant or his or her counsel on appeal from requesting.the augmentation or correction of the recard on
appeal in the reviewing court.
(e) (1) In order to expedite certificatian of the entlre record on appeal in all capital cases, the defendant's trlal counsel,
whether retained by the defendant or court-appointed, and the prosecutor shall continue to represent the respective
parties. Each counsel's obligations extend to taking all steps necessary to facilitate the preparation and timely certifiwtion
of the record of all trial court proceedings.
(2) The duties imposed on trial counsel in paragraph (1) shall not foreclose the defendant's appellate counsel from
requesting additions or corrections to the recurd on appeal In &bbthe trlal court, the courf of appeal, or the California
Supreme Court in a manner provided by rules of court adopted by the Judicial Council,
SECTION 30,

Section 1247a is added to Chapter l a of TUe 9 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:
1247a. (a) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting fhis Section fo authorize and mandate
sufficientresources for the Supreme Court and the courts of appeal io implement and cany out the amendmenfs made by
this inifiative measure fo Sections 4 1 and 12 of Alficle 6 of the California Constitution.
(b) (1) The Legislature and fhe Administrative Office of the Coutis shall study and develop a plan for fundlng and
resources necessary to implement and carry out the amendmenfs made by this initlafive to Sections 7 I and 12 d Arflcle
VI of the California Constitution.

(2) This plan described k paragrap0 (1) shall be designed to provide that in every case in which a judgment of death
has been pronounced on or prior fa the effective date of this initiative measure, the appeal will be head and decided no
later than five years following fhe amendmants made by this measure fa Sections 1I and f 2 of the California Constitution.
(c) The Judicial Council shall heve the authority provided in Section 1247k to prescribe by rulss the practice and
procedure thaf in the discretion of the Judicial Council will provide the most efficient and effective implementation of the
amendments made by fhis measure to Secfions 11 and 12 of Article I af the California Constitution.

SECTION 31,

Section 1270 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
1270. (a) h y Except as pmvided in subdivision (b), any person who has been arrested for, or charged with, an offense
V
y be released on hls or her own recognizance by a court or magistrate who could release a
defendant from custody upon the defendant giving bail, Including a defendant arrested upon an out-of-county warrant. A
defendant who is in custody and Is arraigned on a complaint alleging an offense which is a misdemeanor, and a
defendant who appears before a court ar magistrate upon an out-ofaunty warrant arising out of a case Involving only
misdemeanors, shall be entitled to an own recognizance release unless the court makes a finding on the record, in
accordance with Section j275, that en own recognizance release wlll ccrmpromlse public safety, the safety ofthe alleged
victlm or the family of the alleged victim, ar will not reasonably assure the appearance of the defendant as required.
Public safety and the safety of the crime victim and the crime victim's family shall be the primary w & d e m h
considerations, If the court makes on8 of those findings, the court shall then set bail and specify the conditions, if any,
"'*^--.under which the defendant shall be released.
(b) No person sherll be refeesod on his or her own recognizance if any one of the following circumstances are frue:
( I ) The defendant is charged with the cornmission of a violent felony as described in subdivision (c) of Sectlon 667.5;
(2) The defendant is charged with fhe commission of a serious felony as descrfbed in subdivision (c) of Section 1792.7;
(3) The defendant is charged with a felony al!e$ed to have been committed whjile the defendant was an parole or
probation; or
(4) rPle defendant is charged with a felony alleged to have been comm/ited whlle the defendant was mleased h m
custody on ball or on own recognizance on anofheroffense.
(c) Article 9 (commencing with Section 1318) shall apply to any pason who is released pursuant to thls sectlon.

'

SECTION 32.
Sectlon 1270.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

1270.1, (a) Before any person who Is arrested for any of the following crimes may be released on ball in an amount that
is either more or less than the amount contained in the schedule of ball for the offense, orless than the amount requested
by the prosecuting atforneyin e, filed bail deviation request or motion,
a hearing shall be held in open court before the magiskate or judge:
(1) A serious felony, as dtaWi4 described in subdivision
or a violent felony, as
4
. 7(c)
. of Section 1192.7,
. m4 .4 ~described
in subdivision (c) of Section 6
6
.
5
.
(2) A violation of Section 136.1 where punishment is imposed pursuant ta subdlvislon (c) of Sedan 136.1,2%2,273.5,
422 where the offense is punished as a felony, or 646.9.
(3) A violation of paragraph (1) of subdivision (e) of Section 243.
(4) A violation of Sectlon 273.6 if the detained person made threats ta kill or harm, has engaged in vlolence against, or
has gone to the residence or workplace of, the protected party.
(5) A felony alleged to heve been commMed whde the defendant was on pade or probation.
(6) A felony alleged to have been committed while the defendant was releesed from custody on bail oron own
mcognizance an anofher ohnse.
(b) The prosecuting attorney, the alleged victim of the crime, or nexf of kin if the v/dim Is deceased, and the defense
attorney shall be given a two eaurt-day written notice and an opportunity to be heard on the matter. If the detained person
does not have counsel, the court shall appoint counsel for purposes of this section only. The hearing required by this
sectlon shall be held wlthin the time period prescribed in Section 825.
(c) At the hearing, the court shall consider evidence of past court appearances of the detained person, the maximum
potential sentence that could be imposed, and the danger that may be posed to other persons, including the alleged victim
of the crime and the family of the crime victim, if the detained person is released, In making the determination whether to
.

a

,

reduce bd1 below the amount contained In the schedule of
bail or the amount requested by the prosecuting etforney in a bail deviation request or motion, the court shall consider the
potential danger to other persons, including threats that have been made by the detained person and any past acts of
violence. The court shall also consider any evidence offered by the detained person regarding his or her ties to the
community and his or her ability to post band.
(d) If the Judge or magistrate sets the bail in an amount that is either more or less than the amount contained in the
schedule of bail for the offense, the judge or magistrate shall state the reasons for that decision and shall address the
issue of threats made against the victim or witness, if they were made, in the record. This statement shall be included in
the record.

Section 1272 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
1272. After wnvlction of an offense not punishable with death, a defendant who has made application for probation or
who has appealed may be admltted ta bail:
1. As a matter of right, before judgment Is pronounced pending appllcatlon for probation in cases of misdemeanors, or
when the appeal is from a judgment Imposing a fine only.
2. As a matter of right, before judgment is pronounced pending application for probation in cases of misdemeanors, ot
when the appeal is from a judgment imposing imprisonment in cases of misdemeanors.
3. As a matter of discretion in all other cases, except that a person convicted of an offense subject to this subdivision,
who makes a motion for relgase on bail subsequent to a sentencing hearing, shall provide notice of the hearing on the ball
motion to the prosecuting attorney and to the victim of the crime, or next of kin, at least five court days prior to the hearing.
If the person convicted of he offensedoes not know the addmss of the c t i m victim, the moving parfy shall provide the
notice for the crime victim to the prosecuting attorney, who shall then provide the notice to the crime vicfim.

SECTION 34.
Section 1272.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
1272.1. Release on bail pending appeat under subdivision (3) of Section 1272 shall be ordered by the court if the
defendant demonstrates ail the following:
(a) By clear and convincing evidence, the defendant is not likely to flee. Under this subdivision the murk shall consider
the following criteria:
(I)
The ties of the defendant to the community, inoludlng hls or her employment, the duration of his or her residence, the
defendant's family attachments and his or her property holdlngs.
(2) The defendant's record of appearance at past court hsarlngs or of flight to avoid prosecution.
(3) The severity af the sentence the defendant faces.
(b) By clear and convincing evidence, the defendant does not pose a danger to the safety of any other person,
specfic~lly
including the victim of the crime or the family of the crime vicfim, or to the community.
Under this subdivision the court shall consider, among other factors, whether the crime for which the defendant was
convicted is a violent felony, as debMescribed in subdivision (c) of Section 667.5, or a serious felony, as described in
subdivision (cJ of Section 1 1927, whether the defendant is on parote or probation for another offense, and whether the
defendant was free an own recognizance or bail at the time of the alleged commission of the offense.
(c) The appeal is not for the purpose of delay and, based upon the record in the case, raises a substantial legal question
which, if decided in favor of the defendant, is llkely to result in reversal.
For purposes of thls subdivision, a "substantial legal question" means a dose question, one of more substance than
would be necessary to a finding that It was not frivolous. In assessing whether a substantial legal question has been
raised on appeat by the defendant, the court shall not be required to determine whether it committed error.
in making Its decision on whether to grant defendants' motions for bail under subdivision (3) of Section 1272, the court
shall include a brlef statement of reasons in support of an order granting or denying a motion for bail on appeal. The
statement need only include the basis for the order with suflelent speclflclty to permit meaningful review.

SECTION 35.

Section 1274 of the Penal Code is arnsnd'ed to read:
'

1274. When the admlsslon to ball is a matter of dlscretion, the CouFt or offrcer to whom the application is made must
require reasonable.notice thereof to be given to the Distrlct Atlorney of the county and to the vletim of the alleged crlme.
SECTION 36,
Section 1274.5 is added to Article 1 of Chapter 1 of Title 10 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:

1274.5. No p e r m charged with muder or aft8tnpf~d
murder, or any other offense canying a potential Iife sentence,
shall be released on bail unless the oficer with custody ofthe accused person has first mede reasonable effors to notify
the alleged victim uf the crime or the famiEy of the crime vicfim of the impending release of the accused. The pmsecofing
attorney shall upon request provide the contact information of the victim or the family of the vicfim to the officer wifA
cusfody of the accused person.
SECTION-37.
Section 1275 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

1275. (a) ( I ) In settkg, reducing, or denying bail, the judge or magistrate shall take into consideration the protection of

the public, the seriousness of b e offense charged, the prevlous crlmlnal record of the defendant, Be profecdon of the
crime victim and fhe crime victim's family fmm ham and threats of harm adsing from coopemtian wIfh prasecutian effarts
fhmughout the crlminsl orjuvenile justice process, and the probability of W
h
e defendant's appearing at trial or
hearing of the case. The public safety and the safety of the crime victlm and the crime vidm's family shall be the primary
considemtions.
(2) In considering the seriousness of the offense charged, the judge or magistrate shall include consideration of the
alleged injury to the victim, and alleged threats to the victim, the family of the victim, or a witness to the crime charged, the
alleged use of a firearm or other deadly weapon in the commission of the crime charged, and the alleged use or
possession of controlled substances by the defendant.
(b) In wnsidering offenses wherein a violation of Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 11350) of Division 10 of the
Health and Safety Code is alleged, the judge or magistrate shall consider the following: (1) the alleged amounts of
controlled substances involved in the commission of the offense, and (2) whether bhe defendant is currently released on
bail for an alleged violation of Chapter 6 (commencing wlth Section 11350) of Division 10 of the Health and Safety Code.
(c) Before a court reduces bail bdow the amount established by the bail schedule approved for the county, in
accordance with subdivisions (b) and (c) of Sectlon 'I269b1for a person charged wlfh a serious felony, as
desmBed in subdivision (c) of Section 1192.7, or a violent felony, as
desdbed In subdivislon (c) of Sectlon 667.5,
the court shall make a finding of unusual circumstances and shall set forth those factson the record. For purposes of this
subdivislon, "unusual circumstances" does not include the fact that the defendant has made all prior court appearances or
has not committed any new offenses.
SECTION 38.

Sectlon 1382.1 is added to Chapter 8 of Part 10 of Title 2 of the Penal Code to read:
1382.1. (a) If is the intent of the People of the State of,California in enecfing this Section to preserve and advance the
right of victims of crime spect3ed in paragraph (3) ofsubdivision (a) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the California Constitution
to expect that persons who commit criminal acts will be expeditiously brought before and tried by the courts, and not
dismissed prior fo the last day on which the case may be brought to trial pursuant to Section 1382, and to advance the
right of victims of crime specified in subparagraph (N) of paragraph (I) of subdivislon (b) of Section 28 of Attide I of the
California Constitution, to a speedy and prompt final conclusion of the case.
(b) Nofwfihstanding the provisions of Section 1382, no courf shall dismiss an information or indictment pursuant fo
Section 1382 or any other provision of law in any felony case in which
( I ) the defendant has not waived time for trial and the People request the courf to set the trfal or fo continue the trfal to a
date that is within 60 days of an evenf described in paragmph (2)of subdivision (a) Section f382:

(2) the defendant has entered a general waiver of flme for trial and the People request the court to set the trial or to
continue the trial to a date that is wifhin 60 days of an evenf descrised in subparagraph (A) ofparagraph (2) of subdivision
(a) of Soctlan 1382: or
(3) the defendant has wquested or consented to the seftlng of a trial date beyond the 60 day period described in
paragraph (2)of subdivision (a) of Section 1382 and the People mquest the court to set the tdal or to continue the trial to
a date that is within 10 days of an event described in subparagraph (8)ofperagmph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section
1382.

'

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section f 382, no courf shall dismiss a complaint pursuant to Section 1382 or any
other pmvlslon of law in any misdemeanor case in which
( I ) the defendant is in custody and has not waived dme for frlal, and the People request the mud to set the irial or to
continue the tdel to a date that is wffhin 30 days of an event described in paragmph (3) of subdivision (a) Section 1382;
(2) the defendant Is not In custody and has not weived time for trial, end the People request the court to set the trial or to
conflnue the f d ~foi a date that is wifhin 45 days of an event described in paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 1382;
(3) the defendant has entered a general waiver of time for trial and #% PeopIe request the court to set the trial or to
continue the trial to a date thef is within 30 days of an event described in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (3) of subdivision
(8) of Secfion 1382;
(4) the defendant has requested or consented to the sefting of a trial dafe beyond the periods described in
subpamgmph (8) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 1382, and the People request the court to set the trial or to
continue the trial to a date that is within 10 days of an event descdbed in fhat subparagraph (8) of paragraph (3) of
subdivision (a) of Section 1382.
(d) A good Muse showlng as requited by Section 1050 shall not apply fo a mquest by the People to continue a trial to
another date wlthin the tlme periods spechYed in subdivIsIons (6) and (c).
(e) If the coud continues or tralls a trlal during the IOday period described in parergraph (3) of subdividon (b) or in
pamgmph (4) of subdivisbn (c) at the maflon or dimetion of the courf to accommodate court cong~Mlonor edministreflve
needs of fhe coud, the perlad of time at'bufable to the continuance or treiting shall not Be deemed to count against the
1M a y period described hamin.
SECTION 39.
Section 1473.1 is added to Chapter Iof Title 12 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:
1473.1. (a) In any proceeding held pursuant to this chapter in which the court enters or has entered a discovery om'er
requiring the respondent to mclke disclosures to the pefitionec the court shall enter an order requiring the petifioner and
his or her attorney to discIose to the respondent and his or her attorney;
(1) The names and addresses of persons, ofher than the petitioner, he or she intends to call as wifnesses at any
proceeding on the petifion, together with any relevant oral, w m n , or w o r d e d statements of those persons, or oral,
wriffen,or recorded reports of the statements of those persons, Including any oral, m e n , w moded repods or
sfatements of experts made in connecflon with the case, and including fhe results of physical or mental examinat~ons,
sdentiftc tests, experiments, or cornpadsons which the petifioner infendsto offerIn evidence at the proceeding; and
(2)Any me/ evidence whjch the pefltloner intends to offer In evidence af the pmceedlng.
(b) Every disc0~8ryorder Issued pursuant b this sectlon shall be reclpmcal. No oder shall Be issued requiting d
dIscIosure by the petlflonerthat is not also mquired of the respondent.
(c) Nothing in this secfion shall be construed to limit the power of the court to Issue discovery orders mquiring the
petifioner and the respandent to dlsdose non-privileged evidence or inform~tionfhat is relevant to the hebeas petition and
that Is not listed in subdivision (a).
SECTION 40.

Section 1474.5 is added to Chapter Iof Ttle 12 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:

Sec. 14 74.5. (a) If is the intent of the People of the Sfate of California in enacting this section to facilitate the right of
victims of crime specified in
paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 ofArticle I of the California ~onstitufionto expect that persons who commit
criminal acts will be sufficiently punished in an expeditious manner, so that punishment retains its deterrent effect and the
public safety is protected and encouraged.

(bJ No order requiring discovery ffom prosecuting affomeys,law enforcement agencjes which investllgated or prepared
the case against the defendant, or any other:persons or agencies which the pmsecuting affomeyor lnvesfigatingagency
has employed to assist them In performing their duties, shall be Issued pursuant to this chapter with respecf to a petitlon
for posfconvlcflon relief which has not been #led or with respect to a claim for postconviction relief which does not sfaha
pdma facie case for relief and upon whlch the court has not lssued an order to show cause. Upon the request of
peflfloner the courf may lssue an order requiring discovery with mspect to issues upon whlch the p e t h n states a prima
facie case h r mtief.
{c) A court which issues an order requiring discovety pumuant to subdlvlsion (6)shall upon request of the habeas
respondent issue a recipmeal discovery order relevant to the pefitianer's prime facie case far mIief: The court may ufilize
the requimments of Section 1054.3 as a refemncein fashioning the r%ci@maldiscovery order.
,

SECTION 41.

Section 1546 is added to Chapter 4 of Title 12 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:
1548
(a) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this section to facilitate the tight of victims
of crime specified in paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Atticle I of the California Constitution to expect fhdf
p e m s who m m i t criminal acts will be brought befare the couftsof this State.
(b) Whenever a dlsfrlcf atComey is notitied that a person for whom a warrant of amst has issued for the commission of a
violent felony, as descdhed in subdivision (c) of Section 667.5,for the commission of a serious felony, as described in
subdivision (c) of Seetlon 1192.7, for the commission of any felony for whlch the aggravated fern of imprlsmment Is four
' years or more in state prison, or for the commission of any hlony for whlch bail has been sat In Callfomb at $50,000.00 or
mom,has been arresfed oufside the jurisdictional femYdy of the State of CallfamIa, the district attorney shall make wrftfen
application to the Govemor pursuant to Section 7554.2 for a requl&ion for the mfum of the person charged.
(c) If the disfrfcfattorney declines to make wriften application to the Governor pursuant to Secfion 1554.2 far the refurn
of any person.nof described In subdivision (b), the district attmey shall not@ the victim of the decislon and afford the
victim an opportunity to meet wlth the prosecuting ahrney who has declined fo request extmditlon.
(d) The dIsfdct attorney shalt maintain a wrr'ttenrecord of all notifications of arrest described in subdivision (6)for which
the distrlcf attorney does not make application fo h e Governor for s requisition for fhe return of the p e m charged, The
wMen record shall contain the name of fhe fugitive, the docket number of the undertyihg charges in California, the date
and place of the arrest of the fugitive in the foreignjurisdiction, the bail set for the fugitive in the foreign jurisdiction, and
the reason or reasons the district attorney declined to seek the mquisifion of the Governor for the return of fhe fugitive.
This record, and the record of the request for or waiver of the extradition by fhe victim, shall be deemed a public m r d as
defined in the California Public Records Act, Article I of Chapter 3.5 of Division 7 of ntle 1 of the Government Code.
SECTION 42.
Section 2602 is added to Chapter 3 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:

2602. (a) ff is the intent of the People of the Sfah of Califomia In enacflng this statute to Implement and emtuate the
rfghtsof vicflmsof crime guaranteed in paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) of Secfldn 28 ofAd/cle I of the California
Constitufianand in subpamgmph (N)of paragreph (I)~)fsubdIvldlan(b) of Section 28 of A#cIe I af fhe California
Constitution, to expect that a criminel wrongdoer will be sufficientlypunished, and fhaf fhe punifive and detemnt effect of
incamemtion will not be undernut or dlmlnlshed by the granting of comforts,pn'viIeges, or other rights to incarcerated
criminal wrongdoers that are not requlred by any provision of the United States Constitution or the cumnt laws of the
State of Callfomia. It is the furfher intent of the People of the Stete of California in enacting this stafute to ensure #?atthe
grrrnling af comtbrts, privileges, or other rights to incarcersted wmngdoers does not divert resourns required to meet the
Sfate's primary obligafjon to provide adequate facilities and personnel fo incart;erate criminal wrongdoers for the full terms
of their sentences.
(b) ( I ) Notwithstanding eny ofherpmvision of law, end except as provided in Section 2601 as of January .1, 2003,no
persons confinined in a state prison or any other facility arising out of a c h i n a 1 proceeding shell be entitled to any right,
priviiege, or comfort, no maff er how described, fhaf the Constitution of the United States and the laws of the Sfate of
California do not require be granted to such persons.
(2)Notwithsfanding any other provision of law, no person confined in a state prison or any other facillty under the
jurisdlctlon of the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall he granfed, ~ c e l v eor
, partichate in a overnight
family visit, a conjugal visit, or any other such visit Ao wever titled, while so conflned as a result of a felony conviction for:

(A) s violent offense involving a minor or a family member, including but not limited to, Secflon 187, 192, 203,205, 206,
207, 209, 209.5, 210, 2.10.5, 21 i, 215, 220, 236,236.1, 244, 245, 246, 273a, 273ab, 273d, 273.5, or 273.6 of the Penal

,

code;
(8)a sexual assault, including but not limfled to, Section 243.4, 261, 261,5, 262,264. I , 26&, 284],285, 286,2138, 28&,
288,2,288,5, 289, or 289.5 of the Penal Cade, and any other rsgistemble sex ofinse described In subparagraph (A) of
paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Sedion 290;
(CJ sexual exploitation or molesfation of a child, Including but nof limited fo,Section 3 17.1, 3 1 1.2,3 7 1.3, 3 71.4, 37 7.10,
311.f1, 313.7,314,or647~6ofthePenalC6de.
(3) Notwithstanding any other provision oflaw, none of the following persons eonflned in a sfate prlsan or any other
facility under thejurisdiction offhe Deparfmeni of Comdiions and Rehabil~tatlanshall be granted, mcelve, orparticipte in
a ovemlghf hmily visit, a conjugal visit, or any other such vlsii however tifled, while so canfined:
(A) an inmate designated as a condemned inmafe;
(B,l an Inmafe sentenced to I
h lmprisonmenf without the possibility of parole;
(C) an inmate sentenced to lifeimpdsonmenf without s pards dete esf~blishedby the Board of Parole Hearings;
(D) an inmate deslgnerted as Close A or CIose 8 custody;
(E) an inmate assigned to a reception center;
IF) an inmate assigned to an edminlsfrative segmgation unit;
(GJ an inmate assigned to a security hausing unit;
(H) an inmsfe designated "Cmsfatus;
( I ) an inmate convicted of one or more Owision A or Division B offense(s) within the proceding twelve months; or
(JJ an inmate convidsd of illegal drugs or narcotics distribution while incamrated in a state prison.
(4) Nothing in this section shall be construed to granf to any inmate confined in a facilHy under the jurisdiction of the .
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation as a result of a conviction of an o&nse not llsted or described in
peragm~hs(2) and (3) the right to an overnight family vlslt, conjugal dsit, or any other dsit in whlch fbe inmafe could b8ve
physical contad with a minor. The Director of the Department of Corrections and Rehabllltatlon, or his or her designee,
shall have the discretion to grant or deny such a visit fa any inmate described In this paragraph.
(c) Except as provided in paragraphs (2) end (3) of subdivision (b), the Director of the beparfment of Conectlons and
RshabllH.aflan,or hls or her designee, shall be authcirfzed to grant or to deny, In hls or her discreflon,to persons confined
in a state prison facility any right or ptivI/ege not requlred to be granted by the Consthution of the United Sfetes or the laws
of the State of California. In determining whether ta gmnt e, dght or pdvIleg8 not required to be gmnted by the
Consfifuiidnof the Unlfed States or the laws of the St8te of Califoml8,the Director or his w her designee shall be guided
by the declaretion of policy in paragraph (i)of subdivision (a) of Secflon 17 70 that the purpose ofimprisonment for crime
is punishment.
(d) ( I ) It shall be a primary msponsibility of the Director of the Depadment of Corrections and Rehabilitation to see that
. msoumes appropriated by the Legislature fo fhe Department are used to ensure that sentences imposed upon persons
commifted to the Department are carried out, and that no early release of inmates occurs due fo inadequate space to
house them or staff to supervise and secure their safe detention.
(2) In the event that the governor or a federal or state court finds thaf the inmate population of any institution or facilify
under the jurisdiction of the Deparfmenf exceeds its lawful capacity, or a federal or state court orders that Inmates be
mieased from custody due to inadequab space to house them, the Director shall suspend all inmafe privileges that are
not guaranteed to inmafes by the Constkution of fhe United Sates and the taws of the sate of California, and shall
reallocate resources to the prfmary responsibility of the Depaitment to pmvlde adequate space fo house all inmates far
fhe full terms of their sentences.
SECTION 43.
Section 2914 Is added to Chapter 7 of I U e Iof Patt 3 of the Penal Code to read:
2914. (a) In order to preserve the @his of Califomla's victims of crhe as guemnfeed by Section 28 of Article I of the
CaliNmia Constitution,and notwifhsfandlng Sections 291 1, 2972,or any other provision of law, no state or counfy officer
shall enferinto an agreemsnt wifh any dMcbi of a jurisdicfion outside the sfate of California whereby an accused charged
in Ca/fornia with the cornmlsslon of B violent felony, as described in subdivision (c) of Section 6673,ore serious felony,
as described in subdivision (c) of Section 17 92.7, alleged to have occurred within the territorialjurisdiction of the State of
Callfomia,is permitted to be charged, tried, senf enced, or incarcerated, or permitted fo enter a guilty or no contest plea, in
that foreign jurisdicfion ,

(b) This provisions of subdivision (a) shall not apply to any case in which the crime victim or fhe family of the crime
victim, folhwing an advisement by the court that the dghfs of crime victims secured in this State would not necessarily be
recognized in the foreign judsdiction, gives consent on the racord and reflected in the minutes of fhe courf that the
defendant be charged, fried,sentenced, or incacemted, or permitted to enter a guilty or no contest plea, In a foreign
jurisdiction.
SECTION 44.

Section 3041 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
3041. (a) (7) In the case of any inmate senbnced pursuant to any provision of law, other than Chapter 4.5 (commencing
with Section 1170)of Ttle 7 of Part 2, the Board of Adult Parole Hearings shall meet with each inmate during the third
year of incarceration for the purposes of reviewing the inmate's file, making recommendations, and documenting activities
and conduct pertinent to granting or withholding postconviction credit.
(2) One year prlor to the inmate's mlnImum eligible parole release date a panel of two or more commissioners
or deputy
. .
commissioners shall again meet with the inmate.
X U & N o more than one member of the panel shall be a deputy commissioner. 111the event of a tle vote, the matter shall
be referred for an en banc hearlng by the board. If the panel, or in the event of a tie vote the mad, sets a release date,
the %release date shall be set In a manner that will pravlde uniform terms for offenders and their offenses of similar
gravity and magnitude In respect to their threat b the publlc, and that will comply with the sentencing rules that the
Judldal Council may issue and any sentencing information relevant to the setting of parole release dates.
(3) The board shall be guided by the pmsumption that the term to be served by fhe inmate is llfe In prison. The board
shall establish and consider mlevant criteria for detednlng whether the presumption fhef the Inmate shall serve a ih
tern is ovemme and that the Inmate should be released on parole prior to his or her death.
In deiemlning whether the inmate should be released an paiwie prior to his or her death,
the boam' shall consider the following factors: the fads of the commifment crimes, the facts of the inmab's prior felony
convictions, fh8 danger fhaf the release of fie inmate would pose to the community, the inmate's entire criminal history,
including the inmate's performance on grants of parole and probation, the number of victims of the crimes for whid-i the
inmate was sentenced, the impacts upon fhe victims of the inmate's commitment crimes and the inmate's prior klony
convictions, and other factors in mitigation or aggravation of the wmmitment crimes d and of the inmate's prior felony
convictions, the inmafe'shistory of drug and aicohol use and addiction, the inmafe's work history, the psychological and
psychiatric evaluations of the Inmate whlle incarcerated, the performance and conduct of the inmate while incarcerated,
the fact and detalIs of any dlsclplinary finding or cdmInal conduct by the inmate since Incarcerated, and any other relevant
criteria contained in Rule 4.421 and Rule 4.423 of the Callfomia Rules of Court.
4 Notwithstanding the pmvlslons af paragraph (3), the board In Ifsdiscreflan may decline fa release the Inmate on
parole based solely on the facts of the commitment crlme of the inmafe, fhe facts of the ptior felony convictions of the
hmate, the entire erimIna1history of the inmate, or any other individual fador or combination of fectors that suggest that
the inmate would pose an unreasonabie risk of danger to society or to the family of the victim of the inmate's crime if

released.

(5) Neither he board nor a panel of the board shall exclude reasonably mliable evidence from any source that bears
upon fhe risk of danger which the release of the inmate mlght pose.
(6) At least one commissioner of the panel shall have been present at the last preceding meeting, unless it Is not
feasible to do so or whore the last preceding meeting was the initial meeting.
(bJ Any person on the heating panel may request review of any decision regarding parole for an en banc hearing by the
board. In case of a review, a twpthids -vote
in favor of parole by the board members participating in an en banc
hearing is required to grant parole to any inmate.
CLs).(cJThe panel or the board, sitting en banc, shall consider and be guided by the criferia for tho setting of parole
release dates set forth in subdivision (a) )

. )
Any declsion of the parole panel finding
an inmate suitable for parole shall become final within 120 days of the date of the hearlng. Ourlng that perlod, the board
may review the panel's dedslon. The panel's decision shall become final pursuant to this subdivision unless the board
finds that the panel made an error of law, or that the panel's declslon was based on an error of fact, or that new
information should be presented to the board, any of which when corrected or considered by the board has a substantial
Ilkellhood of resulting in a substantially different decision upon a rehearing. In making this determination, the board shall

consult with the commissioners who conducted the parole conslderation hearing. No decision of the parole panel shall be
disapproved and referred for rehearing except by a majority vote of the board, sitting en banc, following a public hearlng.
+(dl For the purpose of revlewlng the suitability for parole of those Inmates eltglble for parole under prior law at a date
earller than that calculated under Section 1170.2, the board shall appoint panels of at least two persons to meet annually
with each lnmate'until the time the person is released pursuant to proceedings or reaches the expiration of his or her term
as calculated under Section 1 170.2.
w e ) It is the lritent of Ule kgd&wPeople that during times when there Is no backlog of inmates awaiting parole
hearlngs, life parole consideration hearings or life rescission hearlngs, hearings will be conducted by a panel of three or
more members, the majority of whom shall be commissioners.Tfie board shall report monthly on the number of cases
where an inmate has not received a completed initial or subsequent parole consideration hearing within 30 days of the
hearing date required by subdivision (a),of Section 3041.5 or paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 3041.5, unless
the inmate has waived the right to those timeframes. That report shall be considered the backlog of cases fur purposes of
this section, and shall include information on the progress toward eliminating the backtog, and on the number of inmates
who have waived their right to the above timeframes. The report shall be made public at a regularly scheduled meeting of
the board and a wri!ten report shall be made available to the publc and transmitted to the Legislature quarterly.
w
g For purposes of this section, an en bane hearing by the board means a hearing conducted by a committee of nine
randomly selected cornmissloners who are specifically appointed tb hear adult parole matters, selected by the
chairperson. The committee shalt be comprised of a majority of commissioners holding office an the date the matter is
heard by the committee.
SECTION 45.

Section 3041.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
3041.1. Up to 90 days prior to a scheduled release date, the Governor may request review of any decision by a parole
authority concerning the grant or denial of parole to any inmate in a state prison. The Governor shall state the reason or
reasons for the request, and whether the request is based on a public safety concern,a concern that the ~ W t e dmlevanf
~
to the sWng of parob release dates enumerrrted In subdivision (a) of Section 3041
-ave
been given inadequate consideration, or on other factors. When a request has been made, a randomly
selected committee comprised of nine commissioners specifically appointed to hear adult parole matters and who are
holding office at the time, shall review the parole decision. In case of a review, a vote in favor of parole by a fwo-thirds
mjority of the commissioners on the committee shall be required to grant parole to any inmate. In carrying out any
review, the board shall comply with the provisions of his chapter.

SECTION 48.
Section 3041.5 of the Penal Code Is amended to read:
3041.5. (a) At all hearings for the purpose of revlewlng a prisoner's parole suitability, or the setting, postponing, or

resclndlng of parole dates, the following shall apply:
(1) At least 10 days prior to any hearing by the Board of Prlson Terms, the prisoner shall be permitted to review his or
her flle whlch wlll be examlned by the board and shall have the opportunity to enter a wrltten response to any material
contained in the file.
(2) The prisoner shall be permitted to be present, to ask and answer questions, and to speak on his or her own behalf,
Neither the prisoner nor fhe attorney far the piisonor shall be entiled fo ask questions of any person appearing at the
hearing pursuant to subdivision (b) of Seclron 3043.
(3) Unless legal counsel is required by some other provision of law, a person designated by the Department of
Corrections shall be present to insure that a l facts relevant to the decision be presented, including, if necessary,
contradictory assertions as to matters of fact that have not been resolved by departmental or other procedures.
(4) The prisoner and any person described in subdhrision (b) of Section 3043 shall be permitted to request and receive a
stenographic record of all proceedings.
(5) If the hearing is for the purpose of postponing or rescinding o i parole dates, the prisoner shall have rights set forth in
paragraphs (3) and (4) of subdivision (c) of Section 2932.
(6) The board shall set a date to reconsider whether an inmate should be released on parole !hat ensures a meaningful
consideration whether the inmafe is suifable for release on pamle.

(b) (I)
Within 10 days following any meeting where a parole date has been set, the board shall send the prisoner a
written statement setling forth his or her parole date, the conditlons he or she must meet in order to be released on the
date set, and the consequences of fallure to meet those conditions.
(2) Wlthln 20 days following any meeting where a parole date has not been set
B,
the board shall send the prisoner a written statement setting forth the reason or reasons for refusal to set
a parole date, and suggest activities In which he or she might participate that will benefit hlm or her while he or she Is
incarcerated.
The board ma+ shall schedute the next hearing IW
(3)
-+as
follows:
..
(A)
* F i b e n
years &er any
hearing at which parole is denied, unless the board finds by clear and convincing evidence that the criieria #levant to fhe
setting of parole release dates enumerated in subdivision (a) of Seciion 3047 are such fhat consideration of the public
safety does not require a more lengthy period of inca~era€ionfor the prisoner than fen additional years.

s

'

a
T
e
n years after any hearing at whlch parole is denied, u n l ~ the
s board finds by
clear and convincing evldenm that the crlfeti~rebvant to the seiting of parole release dafesenumerated In subd~vls~on
(a)
of Section 3641 am such that consideration of the public safeiydoes not require a mom lengthy perlad of Incanemtian for
the prlsoner than flve additlone1years.
(C)Thme years, faur years, or five years al?er any hearing at which pemk is denied, because the criteria relevant to the
setting of parole release dates enumemted in subdivision (a) of Section 3041 em such thet consideration of the public
safety mquims a mom lengthy petiod of incarceretion fbr the prisoner, but does nof require a more lengthy perfod of
incameration for the prisoner than five additional yearn,
(4) The boad may in its discretion advance a hearing set pursuant to subparegraph (8) or (b) of peragraph (3) to an
earlier date, when a change in circumstences or new information esf~blishesa reasonable likelihood that consideration of
the public safety does not require the additional period of incarceration of the prisoner provided in subparagraph (a) or (b)
of pamgmph (3),
(5) Wthin 10 days of any board action resulting in the postponement of a previously set parole date, the board shall
send the prisoner a written statement setting forth a new date and the reason or reasons for that action and shaH offer the
prisoner an opportunity for review of that action.
(6) Within 10 days of any board actlon resulting in the rescinding of a previously set parole date, the bard shall
send the prisoner a written statement setting forth the reason or reasons for that action, and shall schedule the prisoner's
next hearing n
accordance with paragraph (2).
(c) The board shall conduct a p m l e hearing pttrsuanf to thls secflanas a de nova hearlng. Flndlngs made and
conciuslons reached in a pdor parole hearing shall be considered in but shall not Be deemed to be binding upon
subsequent parole hearlngs far an inmate, but shall be subjecf fo mconsidemtion based upon changed facts and
circvmstances. At each hearing the board shall determine the appmprlate actlon to bs taken based on fhe ctitele set
forth In paragraph (3) of subdivision (4 of section 304 1,
(d) (I) An inmste may #quest that fhe board exercise its discreton to advance a heating set pursuant to paragraph (3)
of subdivision (b) to an earlier date, by submitting a written request to the board which shall set forth the change in
circumstances or new information that establishes e reasoneble likelihood that considemtion of the public safety does not
require the additional period of incamration of the inmate.
(2) The board shall have sole jurisdicfion io determine whether fo grant or deny a written request made pursuant to
paragraph ( I ) , and its decision shall be subject to #view by a court or magistrate only bra manifest abuse of discretion
by the board. The board shall have the power to summarily deny a request that does not comply with the provisions of
this subdivision or fhat does not sef forth a change in circumstances or new informationas required in porngraph ( I ) that
in the judgment of the board is sufficientto justify fhe adion described in paragraph (4) of subdivision (b).
(3) An inmate may make only one written request as provided in paragraph (7) during each thme year period.
Following elfher a summary denial of a request made pursuant to paragraph (I),or the decision of the board aflera
hearing described in subdivision (a) to not set a parole date, fhe inmate shall not be entitled to submit another request for

+

a headng pursuan f to suhdivlsion (4 until a three-year perf& of time has elapsed from the summary denial dr declsion of
the board.
SECTION 47.
Section 3041.7 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
Sec. 3041.7. (a) At any hearing for the purpose af setting, postponing, or rescinding a parole release date of a prisoner
under a llfe sentence, the prisoner shalt be entitled to be represented by counsel and the provisions of Section 3041.5
shall apply. The Board of Adulf Parole Hearings shall provide by rule for the invitation of the prosecutar of the county from
which the prisoner was committed, or his or her representative,to represent the interests of the pqbPeople at the
hearlng, The Board of Adult Parole Hearings shall notify the prosecutor and the Attorney General at least aQ 90 days
prior to the date of the hearing.
(b) Notwithstanding Section 12550 of the Government Code, the prosecutor of the county from which the prisoner was
committed, or his or her representative, who shall not be the Attorney General, except in cases in which the Attorney
General prosecuted the case at the trial level, shall be the sole representative of the interests of the jaq& People.

SECTION 48.

Section 3043 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

Sec. 3043. (a) (1) Upon request, notice of any hearlng to review or consider the parole suitability or the settlng of a
parole date for any prisoner in a state prlson shall be sent by the Board of
Adulf Parole Hearings at least W
90 days before the hearlng to any victim of a any mime committed by the prisoner, or to the next of kin of the victim If the
victlm has dled, fo include the commitment cdmes, determinate term commitment crimes for whlch the prisoner has been
paded, and any other &\any crlmes or crimes against the person for which the ptisoner has been convicted. The
requesting patty shall keep the board apprised of his or her current mailing address.
(2) No later then 30 days prior to the date selected for the hearing, any person entrtled to aftend the hearing shell inform
the Board of Adult Perole Hearings ofhis or herintenlion to attend fhe hearing and the name and identifying information of
any other p e m entifled to atlend the hearing who will accompany him or her.
(3) No later than 14 deys p h r to the date selected for the hearing, the Board of Adult Parole Hearings shall notify every
person entifled to effend fhe hearing confirming the date, time, and place of the hearing.
(b) (1) The victim, next of kin, m e m b e r s of the victim's ~ a m i l y6+, and two representatives designated far
a particular hearing by the victim or, in the event the victim is deceased or incapacitated, by the next of kin In writlng prior
to the hearing have the right to appear, personally or by counsel, at the hearing and to adequately and reasonably
express his, her, or their views concerning all facts known to the vlctlm or the family of the victim about the prisoner end
the case, including, but not limited to the commitment cdmes, determlnete ferncammltment aftnes far whlch the prisoner
has been paroled, any other felony crimes or crimes against the person for which fhe prisoner has been convicted, the
the person responsible far these
effectof fhe enumerated crrtmes on the vidjrn and the famlly'af the vidim,
enumerated crimes, and the sdtabilrty of the prlsoner for parole.(2) Any statement provlded by a representative designated by the victim or next of kln may cover any subject about
which the victim or next of kin have fhe rlghf to speak
bb&eth.
(c) A representative designated by the victim or the victim's next of kin for purposes of this section may be any adult
person selected by the victim or h e family of the victim 1
The
.
board m y & shall permit a representative designated by the victim or the victim's next of kin ta attend e particular
hearing, to provide testimony at a hearing,
and to submit a statement to be included in the hearing as provided in
Section 3043.2, even though sthe victim, next of kin, or a member of the victim's immediate family is present at the
hearing, eciC.and even though the victim, next of kin, or a member of the victim's immediate family has submitted a
statement as described in
Section 3043.2.
. . .
,
. . ,
(d) (

-

+The
board, in deciding whether to release the person on parole, shall consider the entire and uninfempted
statements of the victim or victims, next of kin, immediate family members of the victim, and the deslgnated
representatives of the victim or next of kin, if applicable, made pursuant to this section and shall include in Its report a
statement A h e t h e r the person would pose a threat to publlc safety If released on parole.
(el In thase cases where there are more than two immediate family members of the vlctirn who wish to attend any
hearing covered in this
section, the board 7
shall allow attendance of additional Immediatefamily members W W
fo Include the fallawlng: spouse, children, parents, siblings,
grandchildren, and grandparents.,

SECTION 49.

Section 3043.2 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
3043,2, (a) (1) In k4 add~ionfo a personal appearance at any hearing to review the parole suitability or the setting of
a parole date, the Board of Prison Terms shall permit the victim, his or her next of kin, immediate family members, or two
representatives designated for a particular hearing by the victim or next of kin in writing prior to the hearing to file with the
board a written, audiotaped, or videotaped statement, or statement stored on a CD Ram, DVD, or any other recording
medium accepted by a court pursuant to Section 1t 91.1 5 or by the hard, expressing his or her views concerning the
crime and the person responsible, and all facts known to the victim. The statement may be personal messages from the
person to the board made at any time or may be a statement made pursuant to Section 1191.16, or a combination of both.
+w+tMay
Any statement provided by a representative deslgnated by the victim or next of kln
may cover any subject abouf which the vidim or next of kin
have the right to speak.
(2)A representative dedgnated by the victim or the victim's next of kin for purposes of this section i w & m d h ~
r
,
,
l
l
,
.
,
.
may be any adult person selected by the victim or the next ofkin of fhe victim.
( 3 )The board shall consider any statement filed prior to reaching a decision, and shall include in its report a statement
of whether the person would pose a threat to public safety if released on parole,
(b) Whenever an audio or video statement or a statement stored on a CD Rom, DVD, or other recording medium is filed
with the board, a written transcript af the statement may but need not a W k k & e provided by the person filing the
statement.
(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the prosecutor from representing to the board the views of the
vidim, his or her immediate family members,or next of kin.
Id) In the event the victim, his or her next of kin, immediate family members, or two representatives
designated for a particular hearing by the victim or next of kin wishes to file an audio or video statement or statement
stored on a CD Ram, DVD, or other recording medum Wetk4,the board shall not be responslble for ptovldhg any
equipment or resources needed to assist &wMh=thafperson In preparing the statement.

SECTION 50.
Section 3043.4 is added to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code, to read:
3043.4
(a) The board shall arrange wlfh the insfitutlon that every heaHng held pumuanf to this chapter shall take
place In a mom which accommodafes all persons who attend pursuant fo subdivision (b) of Section 3043. In fhe event
thaf the Board ofAduk Parale Hearings deternines that the number of persons intending to attend the hearing held
pursuant fo this chapfer exceeds fhe capeciiy of the largest mom available for that purpose in the insfitufion where the
hearing is to be held, the board shall arrange with the insfitufion for a supplemental mom into which e video feed of the
hearing can be transmitted, The video feed shall be a fwa-way feed foallow persons in the supplemental room to make a
statement or presentation to the panel as authorized by Section 3043.2.
(b) Not later fhan January 1, 2010, the board shall implement video conferencing technology by which persons entifled
to attend a hearing pumuanf to this chapter, including but not limited to the representative o fthe Peoele as described in
Section 3041,7, but who are unable to attend in person, will be able to view and participate in the hearing.

SECTION 51.
Sectlon 30435 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

ICB) Any person jnterested in the grant,or denial of parole to any prisoner in a state prison shall have the right to submit a
statement of views in support of or in opposition to the granting of parole. The board, in deciding whether to release the
person on parole, shall review all information received from the public to kw ensum that all of the criteria relevant to
the setting of parole release dates enumerated in subdivision (a) of Section 3041, including the gravity and timing of all
current or past convicted offenses, have been given adequate consideration and to iwd#-ensure that the safety of the
public has been adequately cansidered. Upon completion of its review, the board shall include in its report a statement
that it has reviewed all information received from the public and its conclusion as to whether the person would pose a
threat to the public safety if released on parole.

SECTION 52.

Section 3043.6of the Penal Code is amended to read:
3043.6. (a) Any person authorized to appear at a
parole hearing pursuant to Section 3043, or a prosecutor authorized to represent the vlews of the victim, his or her
immediate family, or next of kin, pursuant to Section 3043.2, shall have the right to speak last before the board in regard
to those persons appearing and speaking before the board at a parole hearing.
(b) Except under exfmordinary cimumstances, the panel or the board shall not in tempt any person or the presentation
of any person suthorized to appear at a parale heming, nor shall the panel or the boad iimfi the time of that person to
speak or otherwise present his or her views.
(c) Nothing in this section shall prohibit the person presiding at the hearing from taking any steps he or she deem
appropriate to ensure the decorum of the promding. To ensuie that only accurate and relevant statements are
considered in detemining parole suitability as provided in law, the person presiding at the hearing shall give the
mpmsentative of the People
. and
. counsel for &e prisoner an opportunity to rebut Inaccurate statements made by any

person.
(d) T

h

e

j
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c fhe

has
h limited

the time to speak and pmsent dews or has limlted fhe subject matier of any p e m authorired to appear before e parole

boatd hearing.
SECTION 53.

Section 3043.7 is added to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of TUe 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:
3043.7. (a) No duly noticed andaebe&Wscheduled parole heiring described in Section 304 1 shall be postponed at the
mquest of the prisoner for mesons of the prisoner's medical or psychiatric condition, unless the board is presented with a
certificate signed by a physician ceditying thet by virtue ofthe prisoner's medical or psychiatric condition the prisoner
would be unable to meaningfully participate in the hearing or to provide meaningful assistance to his or her aftomey in fhe
conduct of the hearing,
(b) If a victim, victim's representative, or next of kin appears for a duly noticed, scheduled parole hearing, and fhaf
hearing is postponed at the request of the prisoner or the prisoner's attorney, the board shall allow fhe vicfim, vidm's
representative, or next of kin to make his or her statement and presenta fion at the time the postponement is granted. If the
vicfim,victim's representative, or next of kin makes the statement and presentation directly and in person to the board on
the date the posfpanement is gmnted, the statement shall be recorded in video, audla and orin wrlfing as requested by
the v M m or other person so entitled: The statement and presentation shall not Be in Ileu of any other statement or
pmentafion presented at the time the postponed hearing is actually held.
(c) (1) On the day a hearlng is continued or postponed the victim or other person entitled to make a statement may
make a statement or presentation In wrlflng or in any other medium directly fa the board or othenvIse have the statement
recarded and preselved for lafer consideration at the subsequent hearing, This statement or pmsenfafion shall be

recorded and preserved for introduction into the record when the parole hearing is subsequently held. The statement or
presentation shall not be read, heed, or viewed by the board prior fo the hearfng.
(2) Any statement or presentation previously recorded and preserved at the originally scheduled hearing shall, at the
request of the proponent of the stafement or pmsentation, be introduced Into fhe record or otherwise e o n s i w d by the
boad without limitation. If fhe victlm, victim's representetive, or next of kin attends the postponed hearing in person, he or
she may make an additional oral stafement or presenfation directly to the board.

SECTION 54.
Section 3044 is added to Article03of Chapter 8 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code, to read:

3044. (a) (iIt)
is the intent of the People of the Sfate of California in enacting fhissection to facilitate the rights of victims
of crime s p d e d in paragraph (2)of subdivision (a) and subparagraph (A) of paragraph ( I ) of subdMsIon (b) of Section
28 of Article I of fhe California Constitution, to be treated with fairness and respect for their dignify end privacy, and to be
free from intimidation, harassment, and abuse throughout the crlmlnal and juvenile justice process, including pamle
revocation proceedings.
(2) It Is fhe further Intent of fhe People in enac#ng this sectloh thaf no person who is pamled from a California
correctional faciliv fdlowlng Incammtlon for an offensecommitted on or after the effective date of this measure, and
whose pamb Is revoked, shall be entitled to proceduml rights other than those required by the Constituflon of the United
States or as enumerated In subdlvlsion (b).
(b)NotwIthst~ndingany other law, the Bead of Adulf Parde Hearings, or its successor in internst, as the state parole
authorify, and Its hearlng o1?7cemshell conducfparole revocation hearings in a manner consistent with con&utlonal
mqulrements. Accardlngly, any petson paroled from a Cel/fomI~corntionat facil@ following incamration far an ofinse
commifted on or eflerthe effective date of this Act, who is subjed to a m m f f o n of his or her paparole Is mvoked, shall be
entitled to procedural rights as Wlows:
( I ) A pamlee shall be enfifledto a probable cause hearing no later than 15 deys following his or her amst for violation
of perole.
(2) A parolee shall be enfitled to an evidentiary revocation hearing no later than 45 days following his or her emst for

vidafionof parole.
(3) A parolee shall, upon request, be entitled to counsel at state expense, if, considedng the request on a case-by-case
basis, the board, or its hearing oficer or oficers determine thaf the parolee is indigent and considering the complexiiy of
the charges or the defense, or because of the parolee's mental or eduwtional incapacity, he or she spears incapable of
speaking efbctiveIy in his or her own defense.
(4) In the event the parolee's request for counsel is denled, the gmunds for denial shall be stated succinctly in the

mcoM'.

(5) Parole revocation determinations shall be based upon a preponderance of evidence admitted at hearlngs including
documentary evidence, direct fesiimony, or miiable hearsay evidence.

(6)Admission of fhe recorded or hearsay statement of a victlm or percipient witness shall not be construed to create a
right to mfronf the dedarant at the prole revrrcation heahng.
(c) The board is enffusted with the safety of the public and shall make b determination hi@,independently, and
wifhout bias, and shsil not be influenced by or weigh the state cost or burden associated wifh just decisions. The board
musf accordingly enjoy suftpcienf autonomy io conduct unbiased headngs and maintain an independent legal and
administrative staff. The board shall report to the Governor.
(d) No Iafer than April 15, 2009, the State Auditor shall conduct an audit of the costs associafed wifh a fiscally and
instiiufionally independent board and report its findings to the Governor and the Deparfment of Finance.
(e) The Department of Finance shall include a budget item to fund the board for the 2009-2010 fiscal year and each year
thereah to be adjusted for cost of living changes pursuant to the California Consumer Price lndex,
SECTION 55.

Sectlon 3073.1 Is added to Ahcle 3 of Chapter 8 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:

3073.I. (a) It is the intent of the People of fhe State of Califomla in enacting fhis section to ensure that no pmvlsion
enacfed by fhis initiative measure may be construed to grant to an inmate person senfenced fo life in prison wifhout the
possibillfy of pamle a parole hearing or a parole date.

(bJ Nothing In 'this Code shall be construed to entitle a person senfenced to life In prlson without fhe passiblllty of pade
to a heating befare the &ad of Adult Parole Hearings ss pruvlded in this Alticl~,nor to gmnt to the Board of Aduf Perole
Hearlngs the power to conduct such a hearing or to gmnf a parole date to such person under eny circumsfance.
SECTION 56.

Section 4004.6 is added to Chapter 1 of Title 4 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:
4004.6 (8) The provisions of this Section shall apply to any county in whichjail overcrowding has reached crisis levels
as defined in subdivision (b).
(b) Jail overcrowding shall be deemed to reach crisis levels when any one ofthe following conditions occurs;
( I ) The county is subject to a court order that requiresjail inmates to be released prior fo the expiration or comptefion of
theirjail sentences due to overcrowding; or
(2) The county is prepared to release, plans to release, or releases inmates pdor to the explrafion or completion of thelr
jail sentences to avoid an Inmate population that exceeds its Inmate population capactty; or
(3) The inmate population in the county jail has exceeded ninety percent of the Inmate population capacify of the jail on
at least one occaslon durfng each of six consecutive monfhs.
(c) ( I ) The sheriffof any county desctibed in subdivision (b), or in the case of Madem, Napa, and Senta Clara
Counfies the board of supemisors or the Dlmctor of Corrections, shaN be authodzed to acquire and operate housing
faclllties that mecf l o c ~heafih
l
~ n safefy
d
codes for residentid occupancy, and are deemed secure, as temporaryjails or
treatment facilities.
(2) Nothlng In fhls s d o n shall be consirued to authorize the use ofpersons not employed by the county to staff
temporsryjaif or treatment faclllfles.
(3) A fernpmtylall or treatment fecility shall not be operrrted wifhin an incarpoiated area of the counfy unless the city
council or other legislative body of thaf city passes a resoldon approving the operation of that Fecildy in its i n c o ~ m f e d

area.
(4) Deferminations warding the placement of inmafes and the security of femporeryjail or treatment facilities shall be
made exclusive/y by the county sheriff:
(5) No inmate shall be housed in a tempomryjail or tmatment facility for a period that exceeds 180 days based on a
single sentence.
(6) The provisions of this act shall not be constnredto ijrnif or preclude any sheriff from employing lawfully authorized
early release, electronic monitoring, or work release progmrns.
(7) The shed7 shall be authadzed to utilize senfenced Inmates incatcemfed in temporaryjail or treatment facilities, or
ofherwise house sentenced Inmates in order to avoid overcrowding or to make Incamemuon a meaningful detemnt, for
envimnmental cleanup, 17mcontrol abatement, and any other publh sakty or envimnmenfally frlendly work pmjects
approved by the sheriff: All such Inmates shall be electronically monltored dudng any time am outside confinedamas..
(d) NoMfhsZandlng any ofher law or regulation, the operafhn of a temporary la# or fmatmenf fadilly authodzed
pursuant to this secfion is a discretionary act and shall not form a basis for imposing civil Iiability upon the sherie the
sherlfPs department or tho counfy or munlcipallty whhln which the faciiify is operated.
(9) Any imfe who escapes or aifempfs to escape from a temporary jail orfmafmenffacility dperzifed pursuant to tAIs
section shall be guilty of a Many and shall be punished as pmvided in Sedan 4532.
(19 Any inmate who sustains a physic~linjury while assigned to a work mlease pmgmm aufAorlzed by Section 4024.2
may, i f ofhewise qualified, be entitled to compensation in accordance wifh provisions of Secfion 4453.1 of the Labor
Code.
(3) In the event the condrfion constituting the jail overcrowding crisis level described in subdivision (6) has been
remedied, and the total population ofjail inmates within the county jail,including parole violators held in pursuant to a
confmctwith the California Deparfment of Corrections and Rehabilitation, remains below 80 percent of permanent
authorized capacity for twelve consecutive months, the shed# or in the case of Madera, Napa, and Sank Clara Counties,
the board of supervisors or the director of corrections, shall, within a reasonable period of time, either terminate the
assignment of jail inmates to facilities described in subdivision (cJ, or shall bring these facilitiesinto compliance with
applicable laws and regulations governing permanent inmate housing.

SECTION 57.
Section 4004.7 is added to Chapter Iof Title 4 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:

.

4004.7. (a) (1) If is the inbnf of the People In enacting this Section to address overcrowded and congested conditions In
the criminal justice system, Including county jails and courfhouses,caused by the failure of the Legislature and ofher
governing bodies fhat are responsible for ensuring suficient funding for public safety budgefs, to provide sufflcienf
resources to relleve these ovemtuwded and congested condifions.
(2) Overcrowded and congested condftions in county jails undermine the rights of victims of crime specified in
paragraphs (3) and (6)o fsubdivision (a) of Section 28 of Adele / of the California Consfitufion to expect that that the
Leg~slature,and other governing bodies that ere responsible for ensuring that public safefybudgefs,provide sufficient
resourns to house in any state prison, countyjail, ot other state or local correctional or rehabilifation facility, all p e e n s
sentenced to those institutions or ofhenvisejudicially compelled to abide by limhtions on their freedoms as punishment
for criminal activity, so that sentences imposed upon criminal wrongdoers will not be fhwartedby the premature release
of these wrongdoers caused by inadequate physical or personnel capacity to incarcerate them.
(3) Overcrowded and congesfed conditions in wurfhouses undermine the tight of victims of crime specihd in
subparagmph (A) of parapraph (I)of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of A~licle1 of the California Constitution to expect that
crime victims and witnesses can enter a criminal courWlouse to parficipate in the criminaljustiie system without being
subjected to intimidation, harassment, abuse, end danger.
(4) Overcmwded and congested conditions in the criminaljustice sysfem undermine the right of victims of crime
specified in paragraph (3) ofsubdlvisIon (e) and suhpamgraph (N) of paragraph (I) of subd/vlsion{b) of Sectlon 28 of
Article 1 ofthe California Constitution to expect that ctfminal wrongdoers will be exp%dfilouslychaged, bmughfbefore fhe
couds, tried, and punished, and fhat there will be a speedy and prompt final conc/uslonof the case.
(5) In order to better pmtecf the rights of vlctims of crime as described in this subdivision, measures musf be taken, and
new technology applied, fo alleviate these ovsmwded and congested condiffons.
(b) (I) Each county and the courts of this State Iocated themln, or other authorify in ehatge of courfhouse security, shall
establish and implement procedures whereby named viciims of cncnme,
the immediate family of fhe vicfim, and suppod
persons for the victim and the victim's family, are pmvided safe access to buildings in which courtmoms ere locafed.
(2) Every subpoena or notice of hearing issued fo a crime vicfim sh8ll contain s caurfhouse security bypass
authorization thaf shall give the victim, the immediefe Bmily of the victim, and support persons for fhe victim and the
victim's family, ppriority placement in fhe coorfhouse securify line in order to be expeditiously assistad through courthouse
security screening.
(3) Wherever practica big, a sepamte courthouse entrance, securify line, and designabd and restricted safe seating
area in the courthouse, shall be established for crime vicfims and the families of crime W m s , so that these persons are
not required to sfand in the same line or wait h the same room or area offhe courthouse with criminal defendants, their
associates, or their families.
(4) (A) ) In order to address the problem of overcrowding In the criminaljustice system and to diminish the impact of
that overcrowding on courthouses and their abllliy to focus w u r c e s on the secudfy screening of dangerous persons,
thereby pmfecfing, criminal prosecutors shall be permiffed to enter buildings in which courtrooms are lmafed without
passing through metal detectors and other electronic secutity devlces, withouf their persons or property being searched,
and wHhouf their havlng to stand In any public line fo enter such bulldings thaf might include erimlnal defendants or
persons connected to criminal defendants.
(B) AII ctiminel prosecutors shaM be issued dlstIncilve idenflfyng badges and photo identlficafloncat& that shall be
maintained in their possession while inside any courthouse and displayed upon the lawful request of any peace ofAcer.
(C) The presldlngjudge of each county may in his or her discmibn extend securify bypass authorization 8s described in
subparagraph (A) to judges, fo depufy and assistant public defenders, to alternate public defenders, to private news
media staff who are assigned full time to ofices within the coud building or who regulatiy cover the courts, and fo acfrve
members of the state bar in good standing.
(D) The presiding judge of each county may in his or her discretion exfend security bypass aufhorization as described
in subparagraph (A) fo courf staff, district attorney ofice staff,and to the office staff of the clerk of the court, provided that
the persons described in this subparagraph have worked in a full-time position for tho county for a minimum of fen years.
(E) The county, or other entity responsible for courthouse security, may charge a yearly fee calculated at a rate not
exceeding flfiypercent of the amount of sfate bar dues in exchange for issuance of a security bypass "Officer of the Couff
identification card, if requested by attorneys in private practice who are members of the state bar in good standing, and
may for an identical fee issue a "Court Press"identificafioncard requested by members of the news media described in
subparagraph (8). The Slate Bar may charge a reasonable fee for issuance of a cerffficate of good stendlng.
(c) In order to address the problem of overcrowding in the crimlnai/usflce sysfem and to dlmlnish the impact of fhat
overcrowding on the rlghts of crlme victlms and thelr immediate families as described in subd/wisian (4, a pilot prsgmm,
with Implementation provisions, shall be esfablishedto assess the applications of technology to alleviafe and reduce
overcrowding in the crim~naljustice system.

( I ) A ten-year pilot project shall be established and 8n efficacy and efficiency study shall be conducted In the Antelope
Valley Branch Courthouse of the Los Angeles County Superiar Court, and in the Los Angeles County Jail, if feasible, and
may also be conducted in such other counties in Callhmfa that have suitable courthouse andjail facllitles fo conducf a
meaningful pilot pmjecf as determined and selected by fhe Judiclel Councll, in consuflation with the Adminlsfraiive 0%
of the Courts. The goals of the pilot project shall be:
(A) To utilize advances in technology and communications to conserve limited public sakfy dOll8r~by reducing fhe
cost of hnspo#ng inmates fo and from jail facillfles for arraignment end ofherpre-trialcoud proceedings;
(8) To reduce congesffon and secudty risks in courthouses by reducing the required personalphysical etlendance
af and tmnsportation to court praceedings of inmates incamm fed in the countyjail;
(C) To expedite the crlmlnal frfal process and thereby pmmofe speedier frials and final dispositions of criminal cases;
(D) To decrease the rfsk of harm, itttimIdation, abuse, and danger b crime victims and their immediate families by
mducing the courthouse confecf between these victims and defendants, their families, and associates;
(El To facifiefe economical and emcient communication beiween incarcerated defendants and fheir atfomeys;
(FJ To improve courthouse security by limiting the in-person presence of incarcerated defendents in criminal
proceedings to jury or court trials, evidentiary motions, judgment and sentencing, and any other p m w d i n g in which the
defendent's inperson pmsence is required by the Constitution of the United States.
(2) The atfendance of an incarcemied defendant in the pilot project shall, as soon as practicable, and except as
described h subpemgmph IF) of paragraph (I]
occur
, by emote video that permits real-time inferadion from the county
jail w other secured locatlon deemed suitable by Sheriff of Las Angeles County.
(A) An electronic sysfem of remote video that permits real-fime interaction viewlng and communications shall be
installed in the arraignment, preIimhary headng and crlmlnal MB/courfs the Antelope Valley Branch of fhe Lo$ Angeles
County Supehr Court. The system of viewing shall be designed and installed In a manner that allows the dehnddnt an'
opportunity to fully parflclpate in arraignment, preliminary hearlng, and other non-evidentiary prefrlal pmceedings from fhe
county jaM ur other secure facility selected by the shedK and to have an adequefe ablllty to hear and view proceedings,
and an opportunity fo partlcipafe and interact with his or her attorney.
(8) An electrank securiq scmenlng ~ystemshall be implemented In order to secum the safe atiendance of ctime
vlctlms and wifnesses at couri proceedings.
(3) To lmplemenf fhe pilot praject described in subdivision (A) of paregraph (2), fw million dollars shall be appmpnafed
fmm fhe general fund of the State of California to enable the Judicial Council, in consulfation with the Administrative Office
of the Courfs, to enter infoa contract covering partnership and sysiem development, installation, and a system analysis
focusing upon the economic and due process features ofthe technotwy.
(4) To opemte fhe pilot p@ect described in subdivision (A) of paragraph (2), up to one million dollars shall be
spprqon'ated each year fmm the general fund to pay for local operational cosfs.
(5) Notwithstanding any sfafufe, ordinance, or regulation, any CaIifomia-based corporate or Individual donor, including a
corporation or foundation organized under paragraph (3) of subdivision (c) of Section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code,
shall be permitted fo donate equipment, soffware, cash for the purchase of equipment and soffware, and expertise
necessary to operate the pilot project, Implementation of the pilot pried shall be contingent upon the receipt dsuficient
private donafions to acquire the necessary hardware and soflware.
(6) (A) There shall be formed an advlsory committee to mommend guidelines for the pilot project to the Judicial Council
and the Administraflve OMce ofthe CourfsIn oderfo ensure that the function and stnrcfurs of the project saflsffes federal
and state constitutional requirements.
(8) The advisory cmmlttee shall be composed ofone mpresenfafiveselected by each of the Wowing persons: the
C h b fJustice of the Callfomb Supreme Court; fhe chair d the Boad of Qovemors of the State Bar of California; the
presidingludge of the Superior CouH,sheifl presidenf of the prosecutors union or association of local pmsecutors, and
president of the county bar association of the county, ell of the county in which the pilot project is implemented; fwo
public sector experfs in technology and govemmenf mgulations appointed by fhe Governor; and a chairperson appointed
by the Governor.
(C) The advisory committee described in fhis paragmph shall provide 6 yearly report on the progress of the pilot
project The first yearly repart shall be made wifhin one year of the completed implementetion of the pilof project.
(D) 739 Judicial Council and Administrative MIice of the Courfs may utilize donations of equipment, soiMare, and
suppIies that exceed the instellafion and operating costs of the pilaf project to install additional pilot projects in courts other
than the one descrised in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (c).
(7) If at any fime during the ten-year pilof project, the Judicial Council determines that significant financial savings,
diminished courthouse congestion, and/or increased court securify can be affained without violaflng the constitutional
rights of criminal defendants, the Judicial Council, In consultation with the Administrative OfTce of fhe Courts shall have

the authodfy to implement the pilot project described in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (cJ in addifionel
courthouses and jails In this State on a permanent basis, subject to adequate fundlng by the Legislature.
SECTION 58.
Chapter I.1 (commencing with Section 4040) is added to Title 4 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:
CHAPTER 1.1. CIVIL RIGHTS OF COUNTY JAIL INMATES.

4040. (a) it is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting fhis statute to implement and effectuate the
rights of victims of crime guaranteed in paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) d Section 28 of Article 1 of the California
Consthiion and in subparagmph (N)of paragraph (1) of subdivision (b)of Section 28 of Article I of the California
Constitufion, to expect that a crfminal wrongdoer wfll be suficiently punished, and fhaf the punitive and detemnt effect of
the incarceration will not be undercut or diminished by the granting ofcomforfs, pprivileges, or other rights to incarcerated
crlminal wrongdoers that are not required by the United States Constitution or the laws of fhe State of Califomia.If is the
further intent of the People of the State of CalIfomla In enactlng this sfafufeto ensure that the granthg of comfcKfs,
pdvllegeq or other rlghis to incarcerated wrongdoers does nd dkeIt resources required to meet a primary abllgatlon of
each counfy to provide adequate facilities and personnel to Incanerate crlminal wmngdoers fdr the foll ferns of their
sentences.
(6) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person confined in a countyjail or ~ n other
y
local facility, including a
state prison inmate or painlee housed in the caunjr jail, as a result of a sentence arjudgmenf, including a judgmenf In
which imposMon or execution thereof has been suspended, arlslng out of R erlminal pmceeding, shall be entltted to any
right, pdvilege, or camfarf, no maifer haw desctibed, that the ConsfIMIon ofthe United States or the laws of the State of
Callfamla do not mquire be granted to such persons.
(c) The Sheif of each county, or his or her designee, shall b sufhorlzed fo gmnf or to deny, in his or her discretion, to
persons confined In a facilify described in subdivision (b), any right orprivilege not required to he gmnted by the
Consfifufion of the United States or the hws of fh State of California. In determining whether to grant a ight orphvlIege
not required to be granted by fhe Constitution of the United Sfafesor fhe laws of the State of Califomia, the Sheriff or his
or her designee shall be guided by the declaration of policy in paragmph (1) of subdivision (a) of Sectton 17 70 thaf the
purpose of imprisonment for crime is punishment
(d) (7) it is a primary responsibility ofeach county to see fhat resources appropriated to the sheriff by the counfyfor the
maintenance and operation of the countyjail are used to ensure that sentences imposed upon persons cornmiffed to the
county hi/are calPied ouf, and fhat no eady release of countyjail inmates occurs due to Inadequate space fo house them.
(2) In the event thaf tbe sheriff or a federal or state mud finds that the inmate population of any facility descdbed in
subdivlslon (6) exceeds ifs lawful capacity, of a fedeml or sfate court oden fhat inmates ~ c e l v eady
e releases ffflm
custody due to inadequate space to house them, the Sheriff shall suspend all pdvlleges for sentenced prisoners that are
not guaranteed to inmates by the Constlfubrmof fhe Unlfed Sfefes,and shall reallmate resources fo fhe pdrn~ry
responsibility of the counfy to provide adequate space to house all inmates for the full ferns uf their sentences.
SECTION 59. Intent Clause.
It Is the Intent of the People of the State of Callfomla in strlking the language of existing subdivigion (e) of Sectlon 28 of
Article I of the Callfomla Constitution and in amending Section 28 of M d e 1 of the Callfornla Constitution to add
subdivislon (f), to re-enact as amended existing subdivision (e). Exlsting subdivision (e) of Sectlon 28 of Article 1 of the
Callfomla Constitution was passed by the electors as part of Proposition 8 on June 8,1982, but did not becorne operative,
because its provisions conflicted with the provisions of
Propasitlon 4, which enacted Section 12 of Artlcle 1 of the
California Constitution, and whlch was approved by the eleclors at the same election with a higher afnrmatlve vote.

SECTION 60. Intent Clause.
It is the Intent of the People in repealing Section 12 of Article 1 of the California Constitution to remove an existing
provlslon of the California Constltutlon that conflicts w l h subdivision (f) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the Callfornia
Constltutlon, so that subdivision (f) of Sectlon 28 wlll become operative.
SECTION 61. Intent Clause.

.

'

It is the intent of the People In amending Section 12838 of the Government Code, in repealing Section 12838.4 of the
Government Code, in enacling Section 12840 of the Government Code, and In enacting Section 3044 of the Penal Code,
to reduce political and economic influences and pressures upon the Board of Adult Parole Hearings in carrying out its
responsibility pursuant to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to determine whether to allow
prisoners imprisoned in the state prisons pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 1168 of the Penal Code to go upon parole
outside the prison walls and enclosures. It is the intent of the People to thereby better ensure 'the right of crime victims
set forth in subparagraph (R) of paragraph (I)
of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the California Constitution to
expect that the Board of Adult Parole Hearings will follow tjle criteria for granting parole set forth in paragraph (3) of
subdivision (a] of Section 3041 of the Penal Code, and that parole decisions will be made only on the criteria specified in
Section 3041 and not on the basis of political or economic influences and pressures.
It Is the further intent of the People in enacting Section 12840 of the Government Code to reduce political and economic
influences and pressures upon the Board of Juvenile Parole in carrying out its responslbllity to determine whether to allow
a ward incarcerated In a facility or lnstltutlon under the jurisdiction of the Juvenile Facilities Division of the Department of
Corrections and Rehabllltation to go upon parole outslde the walls and enclosures of the facility or Institution, It is the
intent of the People to thereby better ensure the right of crime victims set forth in subparagraph (R) of paragraph (1) of
subdivision (b)of Section 28 of Artlcle 1 of the California Constitution to expect that the Board of Juvenile Parole will
follow only the appropriate criterla for granting parole to a juvenile ward, and that parole decisions will not be made on the
basis of political or economic influences and pressures.
It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting Article 15 (commencing with Section 12840) of Chapter
1 of Part 2.5 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code, to overkrrn the Iegislatlve enactments made by Senate Bill

No. 737 in the 2005-2006 Legislative Session [Stats. 2005 ch.101 that placed parole hearlngs of adult inmates and parole
decisions of juvenile wards under the jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation.
SECTION 82. Intent Clause.
It is the intent of the People In amending Section 7064.9 of the Penal Code, in enacting Section 1473.1, and in enacting
Section 1474.5 of the Penal Code, to expedite the disposition of postjudgment proceedings In order to better ensure the
right of victims of crime to a speedy and prompt final conclusion of a crlmlnal case, as provided in subparaglmph (N) of
paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution.
1
SECTION 63. Intent Clause.

It is the intent of the People In amending S d o n s 1270, 1270.1, 1272, 1272.1, 1274, and 1275 of the Penal Code, and in
adding Section 1274.5 to the Penal Code, to better protect the right of victlms of crime to receive reasonably adequate
protection from the accused and persons acting on behalf of the accused from harm and threats of harm, as provided in
subparagraphs (5) and (C) of paragraph (1 of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution and
subdivision (f) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the California Constitution.
SECTION 84.

Intent Clause.

It is the intent of the People in amending Sections 3041+ 3041.I,3041.5,3041,7,3043, 3043.2, 3043.5, and 3043.6 of the
Penal Code, and in adding Sections 3043.4 and 3043.7 to the Penal Code, to better protect the right of victims of crime to
be informed of parole procedures and noUfied d parole proceedings, to participate in the parole process, and to provide
information to the Board of Adult Parole Hearings prior to the parole of h e offender, as provided in subparagraph (S) of
.
paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution.
It is the further intent of the People in amending Sections 3041, 3041.l, 3041,5, 3041.7,3043,3043.2,3043.5, and
3043.6 of the Penal Code, and in adding Sections 3043.4 and 3043.7 to the Penal Code that these provisions as
amended and enacted be applied to all parole proceedings for all inmates incarcerated in the Department of Corrections
whose crimes were committed prior to, as well as those inmates whose crimes were committed on or after, the effective
date of this initiative measure, However, it is the intent of the People in amending and enacting these Sections to comply
with the constitutional principles set forth in Gamer v. Jones (2000) 529 U.S. 244,251, and California Depadment of

Corecfians v. Morales (1995) 514 U.S. 409,511, such that any provlslon amended or enacted herein shall not be
deemed to apply to any person whose crime was committed prior to the effective date of this initiative measure and who is
able to show that the. provision amended or enacted creates a significant rlsk of prolonging his or her incarceration.
SECT!ON 65. SwerabIllty clause.

If any provision of this Act, or part thereof, or the application thereof to any person or circumstances is for any reason held
to be invalid or uneonstltutional,the remaining provisions which can be given effect without the invalid or unconstitutional
provislon or application shall not be afhcted, bat shall remain in full force and effect, and to thls end the provisions of thls
Act are severabje.
SECTION 66. Confiict Clause.

It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this Act that if any provision in this Act conflictswith
another section of law which provides for greater rights of victims of crime, that the latter provision shall apply.

SECTION 67. Amendment Clause,
The statutory provisions contained in this Act may not be amended by the Legislature except by a statute passed in each
house by rollcall vote entered in the journal, three-fourths of the membership of each house concurring, or by a statute
that becomes effective only when approved by the electors. However, the Legislature may amnd the statutory
provlslons of this Act to expand the scope of their application, to recognjre addltlonal rights of victims of crime, or to
further the. rights of victims of crime by a statute passed by majority vote of the membership of each house.

